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This was the first time since 2007
that no Spanish team had made the
final four. Back then, however, Real
and Barça went out on away goals,
and Valencia (remember them?) by a
last-minute strike to Chelsea. In 2020,
the Spanish giants were simply swept
aside.
At home, crowd-free football during
the pandemic feels that much more
silent in Spain, its stadiums grand
temples to the post-war magic of
European football. These vast arenas
were built for the world’s greatest
players – Di Stéfano and Kubala,
Puskás and Kocsis – to perform.
Cruyff, Zidane and Ronaldinho then
followed but it was the titanic El
Clásicos between Ronaldo’s Real and
Messi’s Barça that had true global
reach. Filling cinemas across Spain
and bars around the world, they sold
replica shirts and filled stadium tours
like no other brand outside England.
The 3-2 thriller from 2017 was as
breathtaking as any final in football
history, but with only three league
points at stake.
Messi remains – just – but the other
stars of this golden era have gone
or are bowing out. The stadiums,
meanwhile, still dominate major city

INTRO

Has Spain lost its shine? That would be the easy conclusion to
draw from the 2019-20 Champions League when Real Madrid
surrendered, Atlético Madrid slipped up and Barcelona sank
completely.
Welcome to liberoguide.com!
The digital travel guide for
football fans, liberoguide.com
is the most up-to-date resource,
city-by-city, club-by-club, to the
game across Europe and North
America. Using only original
photos and first-hand research,
taken and undertaken over seven
seasons, liberoguide.com has
been put together to enhance
every football weekend and Euro
night experience. From airport
to arena, downtown sports bar
to hotel, liberoguide.com helps
you get the best out of your visit
to football’s furthest corners and
showcase stadiums.
centres across Spain. The soccer
palaces of Real, Barça, Athletic
Bilbao, Sevilla and Valencia staged
showcase football long before cohosting the 1982 World Cup and the
modern move to mall-like arenas
outside town.
The exception is the Wanda
Metropolitano, new home of Atlético
Madrid and the local dust-up with
Real. With Espanyol now in the
Segunda, cross-city derbies currently
only include Valencia and Seville, the

big one. The Basque area, boasting
five top-tier clubs, throws up the
classic Athletic Bilbao-Real Sociedad
encounter. Galicia, Catalonia, Asturias
and the islands – the Balearics and the
Canaries – are all underrepresented
at top level compared to recent years.
Partly because of the distances
involved, travelling support has never
been numerous in Spain anyway, by
comparison to England or Germany.
The national team. La Selección, play
all over the country, sometimes in
relatively small towns, maintaining
their popularity despite the lack of
silverware since 2012.
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destinations in Spain from around
Europe.

equipped with English-friendly ticket
machines. Taxis are affordable and
reliable. State-run Renfe (renfe.com)
links most major cities by high-speed
train, with attractive advance prices. You
can get from Madrid to Barcelona in 2hrs
30mins for around €40 – though this
price doubles closer to your departure
date. Madrid-Seville is around the same
journey time and €30 single, MadridValencia under 2hrs and €25, all advance
rates. The Basque country is covered
by Euskotren (euskotren.eus/en),
Bilbao-San Sebastián (€7) taking 3hrs.
The main bus company, ALSA (alsa.
com/en), has a comprehensive national
network and online booking in English.
PESA (pesa.net/pesa/en/horarios) runs
across the Basque Country, with several
services a day from Bilbao Airport to
Eibar and San Sebastián.

Urban public transport is excellent,
with metro systems in the bigger cities,

Spanish motorways, autopistas, are
mostly tolled – take a ticket as you enter
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VILA-REAL
VALENCIA
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Station to stadium

Budgets easyJet (easyjet.com), Jet2
(jet2.com), Ryanair (ryanair.com) serve
most of Spain, as do Spanish carrier
Iberia (Iberia.com) and partner airline

British Airways (britishairways.com).
Barcelona-based Vueling (vueling.
com) is the most prominent Spanish
low-cost carrier while Hungarian
Wizz Air (wizzair.com) flies to many

the network and pay by cash or card
upon exiting. Madrid-Barcelona (625km)
currently costs €36 in tolls. Certain
regions levy their own tolls or have
dropped them entirely – Seville to Cádiz
is free, much of the Valencia region, too.
Mainly untolled autovías and national
roads provide alternatives to paid roads.

Tables & trophies

Spain’s top-flight Primera División,
usually referred to as La Liga, consists of
20 clubs. All top four finishers qualify for
the Champions League group stage, the
fifth team for the Europa League group
stage, the sixth for the play-off round
of the Europa Conference League. The
bottom three go straight down to the
second-tier, 22-team Segunda, whose
top two go straight up. Those finishing
third to sixth play off in a knock-out
format, with two-legged semi-finals
(3 v 6, 4 v 5) and final for the third
promotion place.
liberoguide.com 2
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The FA also runs the Copa del Rey,
Spain’s revered main cup competition.
After its format changed for 201920, the criteria for qualification will
also change in 2022-23 following the
reorganisation of the league below
the Segunda. For the time being,
the winners of each the 20 regional
leagues enter the Preliminary Round,
ten one-off fixtures decided by extratime and penalties if necessary. The
ten winners join all the clubs from
La Liga and the Segunda, 38 from

from mid afternoon to 9pm on Saturdays
and Sundays. The winter break is also
the last days in December/first few days
of January.

Entry level

the current third-tier Segunda B,
around 20 from the current fourthtier Tercera and the four semifinalists of the previous season’s
Copa Federación, a Spanish FA Cup
for the semi-pro divisions. For this
huge First Round, La Liga teams
are seeded so that they don’t face
each other, and lower-ranked teams
get home advantage. Matches are
decided on the day. This same format
of seeding, home advantage and no
replays continues into the Second
Round and Round of 32. Seeding
disappears for the quarter-finals but
home advantage is still granted to
lower-league clubs still participating.

The semi-finals are over two legs, the
final at a neutral ground, elected as
La Cartuja in Seville until 2023.
The winners qualify for the group stage
of the Europa League. The two finalists
and two best-placed sides in La Liga
enter the Supercopa de España, a fourteam showcase-cum-shameless-sellout to Saudi Arabia, where the two semis
and final are staged in early January.

Season’s dealings

La Liga traditionally runs from the third
week of August to the third week of May,
with around a fortnight off from just
before Christmas to Epiphany. Match

days are spread over the weekend,
usually one at 9pm on a Friday, four
or five spread over a Saturday and a
Sunday at 1-2hr intervals between
noon/1pm and 9pm. Midweek fixtures
are also spread evenly over three days,
Spain a rare country where league
games take place on Thursdays. Games
are usually scheduled a month to six
weeks in advance.

Ticket offices, taquillas, operate at
stadiums in the run-up to match day
– note the general Spanish business
hours of 9am to 1 or 2pm, then 5pm
to 8pm. Club shops also often contain
a ticket-distribution desk. A stand is
a tribuna, often indicated as north, norte,
south, sud, east, este and west, oeste.
Tickets, entradas, usually start at around
€30-€35 in the fondo behind the goal
or poorer seats along the sideline,
lateral. Upper and lower tiers are
indicated alto and bajo, with better seats
(preferencia) rising to €50-€60. The best
are around €80-€100. For Real Madrid
and Barcelona, add €25-€40 to these
prices. Most top clubs have a significant
number of season-ticket holders, socios,
meaning that individual match tickets
can be at a premium. Most seats are
numbered, numerada. Your ticket should
be for a certain seat (asiento), row (fila)
and sector (sector), accessed by a certain
gate (puerta). These words vary slightly
in Catalan – boca for the block and seient
for the seat at FC Barcelona.

The Segunda also starts the third week
of August and runs until the first week
of June. Play-offs then run until the
third week of June. The weekend usually
starts with a game at 9pm on Fridays,
with matches staggered like La Liga,

With most main stadiums still in city
centres, they are ringed with local bars
and a celebratory atmosphere on match
days. This continues inside the ground,
though the beer sold there tends to be
low-alcohol.
liberoguide.com 3
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The bottom four of the Segunda
go down to the third tier. Currently
called the Segunda B, this level and
the two below it will be reorganised
in 2021-22. The Primera, Segunda
and Tercera División RFEF will be
overseen by the Spanish FA. The
Primera will comprise 40 clubs, the
four dropping down from the Segunda
and the top 36 of the Segunda B in
2020-21. These split into two divisions
of 20 teams according to geography.
Four teams will go up by a system of
play-offs, with details of the format to
be announced. The bottom five in each
division go down. Reserve sides of top
clubs may compete but not against
their first teams, and they cannot gain
promotion. The semi-pro Segunda
RFEF will consist of five groups, each
with 18 teams, from which the top
overall ten go up. Below, the nonprofessional Tercera RFEF will have 18
groups of 18 teams each. Below that
are five tiers of Regional Divisions.
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Madrid
Twice in recent years, Madrid was
the epicentre of the football universe
when the Spanish capital provided
both teams for the Champions League
Final. In 2014, the grandees of Real
Madrid and eternal underdogs
Atlético clashed in Lisbon. When the
city rivals met at the San Siro in 2016,
the noisy neighbours suffered the
same late heartbreak. Only the width
of a goalpost separated the teams
in Milan, inevitably Real’s Cristiano
Ronaldo putting away the crucial spot
kick in the shoot-out. In 2018, Real
lifted Europe’s premier club trophy
for a record 13th time, making it three
Champions League crowns in a row, a
first in the history of the world’s most
prestigious club tournament.
After such victories, Real fans party in
Madrid’s Plaza de Cibeles. Atlético’s
memorable league triumph of 2014
was celebrated at the nearby Plaza
de Neptuno. Geographically, apart
from derby day, this is pretty much
the closest both sets of supporters
come to each other. Real are football’s
royalty, basking in their stately home
of the Bernabéu Stadium near the
city centre. Its turf has been graced by
Di Stéfano, Puskás, Ronaldo, Zidane,
Beckham and Cristiano Ronaldo,
striding out in Real’s famous allwhite strip. While the Bernabéu is
surrounded by grand façades and

banks, Atlético have moved from a
location alongside a brewery south of
the city to the Wanda Metropolitano in
the far eastern outskirts. For Real the
big game is El Clásico with Barcelona;
for the Colchoneros (‘Mattress
Makers’) of Atlético, it’s El Derbi
madrileño.
Both clubs have their roots in the
early 1900s, Real as Madrid FC,
whose dissident members helped
form Atlético. It wasn’t until 1929

that the rivals met, in the inaugural
Spanish league. Key board member
Santiago Bernabéu brought in
goalkeeper Ricardo Zamora to claim
their first league titles in the early
1930s. Zamora later became a rare
hero for both clubs when he coached
Atlético to their first league title a
decade later. As chairman, Bernabéu
transformed Real into world-beaters,
on a completely different plane from
every Spanish club but one. Atlético
have treated their significant fan

base to moments of glory with the
European Cup run of 1974, the double
year of 1996 and the heroic title win
of 2014.
Getafe, from the Madrid suburbs,
have surprised many by maintaining
a near unbroken presence in La Liga
from 2004, initially thanks to foreign
coaches such as Bernd Schuster and
Michael Laudrup. The defeat of Ajax
in the Europa League of 2019-20 has
been the highlight of recent years,

although at home the Blues are best
known for grinding out results with
negative tactics. Their local rivals
on the MetroSur commuter line,
Leganés, enjoyed four seasons in
the top flight until relegation in 2020.
Their meeting in La Liga back in 2017
meant that the South Madrid derby,
El Derbi del sur de Madrid, has been
played at every level of the Spanish
league pyramid, a record. Now
challenging for a quick return to the
top tier, Leganés play at the Estadio
Municipal de Butarque, surrounded by
a motorway, a hypermarket, a funeral
directors and wasteland. The nearest
station is Zarzaquemada on the C-5
Cercanía line from Madrid Atocha
down to Fuenlabrada or Humanes.
On the same commuter line, Alcorcón
haven’t had a sniff of promotion since
successive play-off defeats in 2012
and 2013. Now in the Segunda for
over a decade, Los Alfareros (‘the
liberoguide.com 4
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TRYP Atocha

between top and second flights, the
one constant being the left-wing
leanings of their followers. In 1989,
Laurie Cunningham scored the
winning goal for Rayo climb out of
the Segunda – only for the former
WBA star to die in a car crash the
subsequent pre-season.
Madrid Gran Via 25

Potters’) are famously linked to the
biggest Spanish Cup upset of all time,
the 4-0 thrashing of Real Madrid,
Benzema, van Nistelrooy and all, in
2009. Home is the Estadio Municipal
de Santo Domingo, near Las
Retamas station on the C5 line from
Atocha.
Newcomers to the Segunda in
2019, Fuenlabrada are yet another
prominent club from Madrid’s southwestern suburbs. Set beyond Getafe,

Leganés and Alcorcón, this modest
outfit made the headlines in 2011 by
naming their new stadium after local
boy Fernando Torres. The then Spain
and Liverpool star was invited to the
opening match, a friendly against
his former (and later) club Atlético
Madrid. Six years later, Real Madrid
were the visitors for a cup game,
coming away with a modest 2-0 away
win, ‘Fuenla’ gaining a 2-2 draw in
front of 50,000 at the Bernabéu in the
second leg. The Estadio Fernando

Torres lies between the Loranca and
Hospital de Fuenlabrada stops on
the MetroSur line, halfway round the
circular loop from Puerta del Sur
20mins away. It’s a tricky 15min walk
from either, along roads not designed
for residents to cross – a quick taxi
might be the safest option.
Closer to town, Rayo Vallecano are
a popular groundhop for visitors to
Madrid. Right by Portazgo station on
the main M1 metro line, Rayo yo-yo

Close to Barajas Airport, alongside
the suburban rail stop of Valdebebas
on the C1 line of the Cercanías
network, the Estadio Alfredo di
Stéfano forms part of the Real Madrid
training complex. Here, reserve side
Real Madrid Castilla play in the thirdtier Segunda B. The first team, too,
have had fixtures moved over to this
6,000-capacity ground while crowds
are shut out of stadiums. In 1980, Real
and Castilla met in the 1980 Spanish
Cup Final, the reserves earning a
European berth and playing West Ham
at the Bernabéu.

Madrid-Barajas Airport is 13km (8
miles) north-east of the city centre,
linked by metro line 8 to Nuevos
Ministerios (15mins) from stations
at Terminal 4 and Terminals 1-3.
A single ticket into town is €4.50€5 depending on how far you’re
travelling. In the city, a standard
metro ticket is €1.50 for five stops,
with a €0.10 increase for each extra
stop until a maximum of €2. A tentrip metrobús pass (€12.20) is also
valid for buses – otherwise buy a
€1.50 single from the driver. Going
to the airport from town, add a €3
supplement if using a standard ticket
or pass. It’s a flat €30 by taxi between
the airport to town. Distinctive white
cabs with a red stripe can be found or
flagged down all over the city, or call
+34 91 371 2131.

Bed

ES Madrid (esmadrid.com/en) has a
hotel database.
Closest to the centrally located
Bernabéu, the AC Hotel Aitana has
all the trappings of a four-star in the
Marriott chain, gym, restaurant and
24-hour room service. Just the other
side of the Paseo de la Castellana,
the stylish H10 Tribeca at C/Pedro
Teixeira 5 exudes urban cool, with
its own Soho Restaurant and lobby
bar. With Atlético out by the airport,
staying there makes little sense
unless you’re booking a room by
liberoguide.com 5
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MADRID
de Cibeles where Real Madrid fans
celebrate.
Rayo Vallecano

Barajas itself, in which case there are
plenty of chain choices.
Basing yourself around the Gran Vía
allows easy access to the bar quarter
near Sol, and metro stations for
Real and Atlético. The Indigo Madrid
Grand Via (Calle de Silva 6) justifies
the outlay once you’re lying by the
rooftop infinity pool, the Spanish
capital laid out before you. There
are more panoramic views from the
Apartments Gran Vía Capital, also
with a pool, plus a sauna, gym and
solarium, right on the main avenue

itself, at No.48. At No.32, also highend and high up, the Hyatt Centric
has flat-screen TVs as expansive
as the city views from each guest
room. The next grand building along,
the surprisingly affordable threestar Madrid Gran Via 25, with the
same winning location and 24-hour
reception.
Towards Atocha station, the TRYP
Madrid Atocha Hotel, by the southern
exit of Anton Martín metro station,
offers mid-range comfort and
convenience. Further south, if you’re

taking in a game at Rayo Vallecano,
the ibis Budget Calle 30 on Calle
Lozano is one metro stop or a 10min
walk away.

Beer

All roads lead to Sol, Madrid’s bar
hub by the metro station of the same
name. Among the many busy spots,
O’Connell, St and the adjoining
Dubliners (C/Espoz y Mina 7) are
the nearest expat-friendly drinking
destinations guaranteed to screen
Premier League action. More publike haunts dot the city centre: the

La Cervecería Deportiva

Triskel Tavern near Tribunal metro
has been a popular football-watching
option for 25 years, particularly
its basement, La Caverna. Also
downtown is James Joyce, with
three large screens near the Plaza

Locals prefer places such as the
more traditional Casa Labra and
La Fontana de Oro, in the Sol bar
hub. Also on the local radar are the
Penaltí Lounge Bars, set up by three
young Madrileños in 2011, with bigscreen action, affordable burgers
and a special pre-match drinks
menu. There’s a branch at Avenida
de la Reina Victoria 15 near Cuatro
Caminos. Finally, football-focused La
Cervecería Deportiva, now at Calle de
las Veneras 7 near central Callao, is
a handy spot for match-watching over
tapas, cañas and platos, surrounded
by mounted memorabilia.
liberoguide.com 6
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Tickets for non-members are at a
premium. If available, prices are €10€15 higher than members’ rates.
Sales are online through the club (en.
atleticodemadrid.com/atm/first-teamtickets). The cheapest seats are up
in Level 3 of the Lateral Oeste, €40.
Those in Level 2 run at about €60-€80,
the Lower Stand around €100. Behind
the goals, in the Fondos, it’s €60-€100.

Shops

There’s an outlet behind the main
West Stand on Avenida de Luís
Aragonés, and in the city centre
at Gran Vía 47. Themed Subbuteo
sets, beer glasses and headphones
are the pick of the many souvenirs.

Bars

Atlético Madrid
After two heartbreaking defeats to city
rivals Real in the Champions League
finals of 2014 and 2016, Atlético
Madrid (en.atleticodemadrid.com)
moved into their new stadium, the
Wanda Metropolitano in 2017. Venue
for Liverpool’s Champions League
win of 2019, this 67,000-capacity
arena sits out in Rosas, towards
Barajas airport. It was back at their
old ground, the Vicente Calderón,
that Atlético won the double in 1996,
underpinned by defensive midfielder

Diego Simeone. As coach, the bullish
Argentine led his tenacious side to win
the Spanish title in 2014, overcoming
global superstars Barcelona. Days
later, Simeone’s side fell to Real by
a late equaliser in the Champions
League final. Two years later, it was
penalties.
Los Colchoneros (the Mattress
Makers’), so nicknamed because of
their red-and-white striped shirts –
the Basque founders in 1903 were
fans of Athletic Bilbao – comprise
an unshakeable top three with Barça
and Real in La Liga. The Wanda

Metropolitano, though, puts Atlético
in a different league. Built to stage
the World Athletics Championships
of 1997, La Peineta was earmarked
for Madrid’s bid to stage the Olympic
Games in 2016. Neither event came
to the Spanish capital. The stadium
was renamed the Estadio Olimpico
– and abandoned in 2004. Nine
years and some €240 million later,
Atlético moved in as owners. The
arena comprises four tiers, five if you
include a narrow row of sky boxes
between them. Atlético ultras occupy
the Fondo Sur, with its fan zone, while
visiting supporters are allocated

sectors 313-315 and 413-415 in the
upper Fondo Norte.

Transport

The Estadio Metropolitano has its
own metro stop on orange line 7 that
runs from the main bus station at
Avenida de América 20 minutes away.
From the airport nearby, a taxi will
still charge the minimum fee.

The Metropolitano’s concrete enormity
cuts it off from the streets around, but
there are plenty of standard pitstops
around Plaza Grecia, gateway to the
stadium – its broad pavements provide
plenty of seating and, on match days,
standing room. As you exit the metro
station, at the corner of Calle de
Suecia, they will be serving beer from
a red-and-white striped hatch at Las 9
Musas and the same plus tapas at La
Previa 1903. A block away, Pulpería
Airiño is deservedly popular for its
Galician seafood. Running south,
Avenida Niza is lined with café bars,
spacious Cervecera de Niza, friendly
El Zarzal and the Buda Bar, with giant
plasma screens for match action.
liberoguide.com 7
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G E TA F E

Getafe
Set on Madrid’s south-western outskirts,
serving the commuter-belt community
of the same name, Getafe (getafecf.com)
enjoyed a best-ever league season in
2018-19 and a memorable European one
a year later. Behind this recent success
is much-travelled coach José Bordelás.
Hired after taking Alavés up to the top
tier in 2016, Pérez achieved the same
for Getate, who had slipped down to the
Segunda after 12 unbroken if forgettable
campaigns in La Liga.
With goals from young Spanish cap
Jaime Mata and the veteran Jorge
Molina, a gritty Getafe achieved a
record fifth place in 2019. Qualifying
from a tricky Europa League group,
Getafe shocked Ajax with a 2-0 win
at the Coliseum Alfonso Pérez, Mata
then grabbing an early away goal in
Amsterdam. A one-off game with a

powerful Internazionale in Gelsenkirchen
in the pandemic-hit next round was
scant reward for the heroic triumph in
the previous one.
Named after Getafe-born Alfonso Pérez,
who played for both Real and Barça, the
17,000-capacity Coliseum is an open
bowl of light-blue seating banked up
against the M45 motorway. The stands
are divided into two tiers, alto and bajo,
with the best seats being the covered
(cubierta) ones in the main stand, the
Tribuna. A seat over the halfway line
in the Lateral, facing the main stand,
will cost half of what a similar prime
spot would be in some of Spain’s better
stadia.

Transport

Take MetroSur line 12 to Los Espartales,
eight stops from the terminus of line 10,
Puerta del Sur. As you emerge onto main
Avenida de Rigoberto Menchú, take any
street (Helen Keller, Margarita Nelken,

María Montessori) leading towards
parallel Avenida de Teresa de Calcuta –
the stadium is right ahead of you. Allow
at least 40mins from central Madrid.
Alternatively, from platform 6 at Atocha,
the regional cercanía C4 (direction Parla)
train takes four stops and 15mins to
reach Las Margaritas Universidad a 1015min walk away.

Tickets & shop

The ticket office (Mon-Fri 10am-1pm,
5pm-8pm, match days from 9.30amhalf-time) is at gate 0, just past the
modest club shop. Depending on the

opposition, a ticket behind either goal
should cost €35-€40, €45-€50 in the
lateral along the sideline and €50€80 in the main Tribuna depending
on whether you think it’s going to rain
or not. The club website (getafecf.
expertustech.com/open#/eventshome)
provides an online option. The club
shop, more a kiosk, stocks a modest
range of souvenirs.

Bars

Right on the main road as you exit
Los Espartales metro station, El
Rincón del Tío Eulogio (Avenida de

Rigoberto Menchú 11) is a pleasant
bar/restaurant with a terrace, ideal for
a long lunch. On the corner of Menchú
and C/Rosa Luxemburgo, the Cafetería
Alpecres is a popular local spot with
touches of Getafe blue inside.
Further down Luxemburgo, The Gold’s
Abbey serves Guinness in identikit
but homely Irish-pub surroundings.
Modest though it is, the club
bar, accessed through the main door
by the club shop, is decked out in
Getafe iconography, the perfect setting
for a pre- and/or post-match swiftie.
liberoguide.com 8
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The Real Store is found at Gate 55
on c/Padre Damián, near Tower D.
There’s another at c/Carmen 3. The
stadium tour and museum are sold as a
package (€25). The interactive features
include placing you on the team bus on
the journey from the training ground to
the hallowed stadium.

Bars

Real Madrid
Record Champions League winners
Real Madrid (realmadrid.com/en)
were crowned Spanish champions in
2020, after losing only three games all
season. Like rivals Barcelona, however,
Real are waning, their squad ageing
and superstars gone. The club remains
footballing royalty, the all-white strip
a signal of success since Real won the
first five European Cups from 1956
onwards. Their stadium, the Estadio
Santiago Bernabéu, named after the
club president of the time, has towered

over elegant Paseo de la Castellana
since 1947. In charge today is Florentino
Pérez, his return announced with the
signing of Cristiano Ronaldo, then
Gareth Bale. For his first term, it was
the Galácticos of Figo, Zidane and
Beckham.
Ronaldo’s Real won the Champions
League three times running,
overcoming city rivals Atlético, then
Juventus and Liverpool, that 2018 final
being his last game for the Merengues.
Capacity at the Bernabéu is 81,000,
which will remain in place after a

retractable roof is added, a hotel and
leisure attractions by 2022. During
the pandemic, Real have switched
home fixtures to their training complex
at Valdebebas. See p5 for details. In
normal times, Real’s Ultras Sur occupy
the Fondo Sur behind the south goal.
Visiting fans are allocated a corner
of the Fondo Norte, via Tower D, gate
47/49, on Rafael Salgado.

Transport

The stadium has its own metro
station, Estadio Bernabéu, on line 10,
the exits on Paseo de la Castellana
itself.

From Bernabéu metro station, the
streets of Concha Espina and, at rightangles halfway down, Marcellino Santa
María, contain several pre-match
outlets. At Concha Espina 4, Brios is
a terrace spot for a drink or dish; on
Santa María, El 7 Blanco displays
posters of Raúl. On adjoining Gutiérrez
Solana, Casa Puebla (‘Since 1899’) is a
tiled Castilian classic. On the opposite
side of the stadium on Rafael Salgado,
restaurant José Luis is of similar
vintage.

Tickets

The club website (realmadrid.com/
en) sells tickets a week in advance, the
windows around the stadium offering
any left-overs two or three days before
the game. Prices start at €30 in the
fourth tier behind each goal, Norte and
Sur, rising to an average of €70 nearer
the pitch. Prices along the sidelines, Est
and Oeste, average €100.

The Bernabéu has four official outlets,
all with panoramic views of the action:
upscale grill restaurant La Esquina (gate
46; by Tony Roma’s chain grill eaterie);
multi-roomed Puerta 57 (gate 57),
with its main Cibeles bar serving
Madrileño specialities for all-comers,
and adjoining, reservation-only Salón
Madrid overlooking the pitch; the twofloor Real Café halfway down Concha
Espina, the upstairs eaterie with a
view; and the Asian-influenced Zen
market (gate 20) near Tower B, where
private booths survey the action.
liberoguide.com 9
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Barcelona
Europe’s most popular football
getaway, Barcelona has everything.
Lapped by the Med, the capital of
the fiercely independent region of
Catalonia contains fizzing nightlife,
fine modern dining, quirky tourist
attractions and what was, until recently,
the world’s most revered football
team. Flagship club of Catalonia, FC
Barcelona (‘Barça’) enjoyed many years
of extraordinary success in which
they dazzled and dominated like no

other club. The Nou Camp stadium
became a cash cow, living proof of
Catalan commercial savvy, while
Barça followed their extraordinary
treble of 2014-15 with league titles in
2016, 2018 and 2019. The world may
not have seen a team so majestic,
nor a player who can change a game
as quickly or as elegantly as FCB
figurehead Lionel Messi.
All came to sorry end under the
capricious reign of club president Josep
Maria Bartomeu, who managed to
squander the proceeds for Brazilian

star Neymar sold to European rivals
PSG, sell his former strike partner
Luis Suárez to domestic rivals Atlético
Madrid and, crime of all crimes,
exasperate Messi to the point of
departure. The return of former Barça
star Ronald Koeman before 2020-21
was a stop-gap measure to save face.
How the mighty have fumbled. As a city,
though, Barcelona can still trade on the
FCB image, not only via the club’s ten
official stores around town – all pirated
Messi shirts have long been removed
from stalls along the Ramblas – but as
a brand the same as Gaudí or Miró. The
FCB Museum remains the Barcelona’s
most popular after Picasso’s.
While Barça’s clashes with Real still
dominate the Spanish season, their
rivalry with cross-city counterparts
Espanyol is fierce for completely
different reasons. The Parakeets’

When the city emerged as a forwardlooking international metropolis,
hosting the 1992 Olympics, redeveloping
the seafront and reclaiming a
Catalan identity were integral to this
transformation. Cash-strapped Español
sold up the their Sarrià stadium for
property development, and spent two
decades temporarily lodged at the
Olympic Stadium on Montjuïc, where the
opening and closing ceremonies for the
1992 Games had taken place. Matches
for the football tournament took place
at both the Sarrià and the Nou Camp,
where 95,000 witnessed a Spain team
steered by Barça stars Pep Guardiola
and Luis Enrique win gold.
Ten years before, the Sarrià had staged
three of most dramatic matches in
World Cup history. The group stage
hosted here featured eventual winners
Italy, a sublime Brazil and defending
champions Argentina. Squeezed in by
tower blocks, the cramped old ground
burst into life as Paolo Rossi, Zico and
a young Diego Maradona provided the
frenzied action. Español fans were
liberoguide.com 10
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greatest victory every season is the
rare one they can wrench from their
big-money neighbours. Founded by a
Spaniard for Spaniards, the formerly
named Español changed their colours to
blue and white in honour of a medieval
French-bashing admiral. FC Barcelona
appealed to Catalan sentiment,
repressed for four decades under
Franco.
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BARCELONA
valid for line 9 from/to the airport. Once
in town, a single ticket is €2.40. A T-dia
(€10.50) 24-hour pass is also valid for
one trip to and from the airport.

Barceló Sants

used to frenzy, of course – just dig out
the original footage and rapid Catalan
commentary of the TV3 team as a 119thminute goal by Pichi Alonso sank Club
Bruges here in the UEFA Cup semi-final
of 1988.
Sarrià is the district where Español
had been founded in 1900 then built a
stadium in 1922. It adjoins Les Corts,
where FC Barcelona built their own
empire, led by the great Hungarian
stars of the 1950s, Kubala, Kocsis and
Czibor, and the great Dutch stars of the
1970s, Cruyff and Neeskens. A free-kick

by their compatriot, Ronald Koeman,
won the club a first European Cup in
1992 and lifted Barça to a different
level. Populist Español have lifted four
Spanish Cups in 90 years.
If any foreign star typifies the Parakeets,
it’s former Spurs manager Mauricio
Pochettino, who ignored more
glamorous offers to put in shift after
shift as a gritty centre-half for Espanyol
– as the club had been renamed in
1995. In the last Derbi barceloní at the
Sarrià, Pochettino anchored a defence
that kept out Barça, a first win over

their illustrious rivals in ten years.
Later as coach, his Espanyol achieved a
first league win at the Nou Camp in 27
years. In 2009, Espanyol left Montjuîc
for their own ground out by the airport
at Cornellà-El Prat. Now called the
RCDE Stadium, it staged its last derby in
January 2020, a bad-tempered 2-2 draw,
before a 1-0 win for Barça in the return
condemned a long doomed Espanyol to
relegation.

Bearings

Barcelona Airport at El Prat de
Llobregat is 18km (11 miles) south-

Madanis

west of the city. Terminals 1 and 2
are on metro line 9, with a train every
7min that calls at Collblanc near the
Nou Camp, connecting with line L3 that
stops at Sants main train station and
central Plaça d’Espanya. A single ticket
into town (30min journey time, €5.15)
can be bought from a machine at the
airport station. Note that the T-casual
ticket (€11.35) for ten journeys on the
TMB Barcelona transport system isn’t

A half-hourly train on the Rodiales
R2 Nord local line leaves terminal 2
for Sants (25min journey time, €4.60).
From terminal 1, take the shuttle bus to
terminal 2. A taxi into town should cost
about €35-€40. Around the city, taxis
are hailed from the street – the green
light should be on and the windscreen
sign say lliure/libre. Call Radio Taxi
Barcelona on +34 93 375 5555.

Bed

Barcelona Turisme (barcelonaturisme.
com) has a room-booking service. For
the Nou Camp, the nearest hotels are
the smart four-star Madanis by the
bars on C/Riera Blanca and the Spanish
chain NH Barcelona Stadium, another
smart four-star, by the bars on
liberoguide.com 11
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An easy hop away, the chic chain Barceló
Sants sits atop the main station of the
same name, while round the corner,
the Expo Hotel Barcelona on Carrer de
Mallorca has a rooftop pool. Closer to
focal Plaça de Catalunya, the Catalonia
Ramblas on C/de Pelai offers a rooftop
pool and spa. Alongside, the mid-range
Regina dates back to 1917. Across the
street, St Christopher’s caters to budgetconcious visitors with dorm beds, private
doubles and sports bar Belushi’s. On
Muntaner, just off the Gran Via, the Acta
Splendid is comfortable and well-located
while upscale Condes de Barcelona
and its rooftop bar overlook the main
boulevard of Passeig de Gràcia. For the
Ramblas and bar zone, the simple Hotel
Inglés sits on Carrer de la Boquería, the
mid-range Oriente Atiram on the main
drag itself.

Don Fernando

Beer

Most of the action takes place around
the Barri Gòtic and the Raval, with
football-friendly bars dotted across
the city. Damm Estrella is the local
beer, along with its stronger cousin Voll
Damm. Just off the Ramblas and focal
Plaça Reial, on Carrer de Ferrán, matchwatching options include the Irish Pub
Temple Bar at No.6 and, at No.7, lively

BARCELONA

Travessera de les Corts, with its rooftop
pool in summer. The Madanis also has
a nearby apartment hotel for groups of
three to five people. You’ll find another
rooftop pool, plus top spa facilities, at
the Senator Barcelona Spa Hotel, near
the stadium on C/Cardenal Reig. More
modest but closer to the ground is the
Alguer Camp Nou on Passatge de Pere
Rodriguez. North of the stadium towards
Maria Cristina metro station, and both
a short walk downhill to the Nou Camp,
the reconfigured, rebranded SOFIA
Barcelona on Plaça de Pius XII, is a fivestar with a spa and all the trimmings
while alongside, the four-star Catalonia
Rigoletto also features a rooftop pool.

Lennox The Pub, a brand successfully
established in Palma, Mallorca.
O’Hara’s (No.18) offers sportsgawping in friendly surroundings,
while neighbouring Don Fernando
(No.16) is more local in feel, with FCB
paraphernalia. Nearby Flaherty’s
on Plaça de Joaquim Xirau is also
good for live sports while just across
the Ramblas, the Wild Rover shows
games on two giant screens and six
TVs. Further up the Ramblas, by Plaça
Boquería, Cheers serves Moritz,
Paulaner and Guinness on draught

while you watch the match and peruse
their scarf collection.
Near the Picasso Museum on C/de
l’Allada-Vermell, the Black Horse has
long been a football-friendly favourite.
Nearby, amid the trendy drinkeries
of the Born, you can take on your
mates at darts and whiff-whaff at
Clubhaus near França station. On
C/Begara near Plaça Catalunya,
Belushi’s sports bar attached to St
Christopher’s youth hostel is open
to all. The nearby 7 Sins at Muntaner

7 mixes cocktails with live football. By
Urquinaona metro, The George Payne is
the more elegant of the many Irish pubs.
Further afield, the Sonora Sport Tavern
(C/Pamplona 96) shows games amid
retro Americana – although it’s a bit
of a walk from Marina metro. At the
Marina Port Vell, the Fastnet features
a harbour-facing terrace and TV sport
inside. Nearby, tucked-away Ca’l
Chusco (Emília Llorca Martín 5) is a
real local football haunt, with live TV, a
betting board and affordable sustenance.
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Shops

Through Accès 7, the FC Botiga
Megastore is a huge, two-tiered affair.
The many other outlets include one at
Sants station and the Maremàgnum at
Port Vell.

Bars

FC Barcelona
Recent masters of Spain, Europe
and the football world, FC Barcelona
(fcbarcelona.com/en) have fallen from
grace. As FCB’s motto famously says,
‘More Than a Club’, painted across
the seats of the 99,000-capacity Nou
Camp. This one has more members,
nearly 150,000, than any other. In 2015,
fewer than half of them elected Josep
María Bartomeu as club president,
halfway through a season that
culminated with the treble.
This would be their last Champions
League trophy to date. A team
nurtured at the club’s famous academy
of La Masia had swept all before
them. Playmaker Xavi bowed out

the night of that 2015 final, coming
on for his midfield partner and club
captain Andrés Iniesta. Up front, the
attacking trio of Lionel Messi, Luis
Suárez and Neymar hit 122 goals that
season between them. Messi had long
achieved once-in-a-century status,

El Clásico clashes with Cristiano
Ronaldo’s Real Madrid filling cinemas
across Spain.

notorious Boixos Nois outsing the
Almogavers behind the other goal.

Selling Neymar and squandering the
money, Bartomeu let the team atrophy,
the end result being the 8-2 whitewash
by Bayern Munich in 2020.

The Nou Camp is north-east of Sants
train station, surrounded by three metro
stations: Collblanc (blue L5), Les Corts
and Maria Cristina (both green L3).
Collblanc gives access to the bars of
Riera Blanca, a direct hop from Sants.

The first Barcelona boom came in the
1950s, when the Nou Camp was built.
Today a vast three-tiered bowl with
a thin, vertiginous fourth fringe by
each scoreboard for away supporters,
it transforms into a celebration of
Catalonia, flags of blood red and yellow
flown at either end of the ground. The

Transport

Tickets

Tickets go on sale ten days before
each match from the Oficina de
Taquillatge at Accès 14, where locals
might offload any spares. A seat in
the best spot (1a/2a grada) in the

On Carrer de Benavent, the Futbol
Bar Restaurant honours the
three Hungarians who starred for FCB
in the 1950s, Kubala, Kocsis and Czibor,
overseen by their compatriot Péter
Büki, a Haladás fan from Szombathely.
On Riera Blanca, the Casa Ferreiro
offers Galician cuisine and shows TV
football. Opposite, El Cargolet Picant is
an upscale eaterie while basic Bar
Granja La Pedrera contains framed
FCB shirts in a cramped interior, with
sun-catching seats outside. Bar El
Rellotge alongside also provides a prematch terrace.
Closer to the ground, on Traverssera
de les Corts, a row of standard bars
includes BaYo, Granja El Gol and Casa
Pin. Alcohol-free Estrella beer is sold
around the ground.
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main stand will cost €140-€180.
Higher up (3a grada) is a few euros
cheaper. The opposite lateral is
similarly graded into tier prices
(€100-€150). Behind the goals, the
three tiers break down into price
categories from €70-€90. The
cheapest are the gol no numerat,
general access, at €59.
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Bilbao
The opening of new San Mamés
stadium in Bilbao, awarded co-hosting
rights for Euro 2020, coincided with
the return of Athletic Bilbao to the
Champions League after 16 years.
Famously sticking to the policy of
fielding Basque-only players – one
their regional rivals, Real Sociedad of
San Sebastián, abandoned in the 1980s
– this venerable club challenges Spain’s
star-studded best every week yet still
gains a European place most seasons.
San Mamés, ‘The Cathedral’, was
rebuilt in stages during 2014-15,
bringing a century of football history full
circle. Back in 1913, at the inaugural
match of the original stadium, the first
goal was scored by Bilbao’s Rafael
Moreno, aka Pichichi. To this day,
the top scorer in the Spanish league
is called the Pichichi. Wearing kits
inspired by English clubs, first blue
and white, then red-and-white stripes,
Athletic hark back to the days when
expat workers and local students
returning from their education in Britain
pioneered the game in Bilbao – and,
therefore, Spain. England even played
their group games here in the 1982
World Cup, kicking off with a goal in
record time by Bryan Robson.

Bearings

Bilbao Airport is 9km (six miles)
north of town. Bizkaia bus A3247

runs to Bilbao Intermodal (every
30mins, €3, journey time 45mins), the
station right by the Athletic stadium
in town. A radiotaxi Bilbao (+34 94
444 8888) should cost around €15.
City transport comprises a two-line
metro, trams, buses and local trains.
The barik travel smartcard is €3,
minimum recharge €5, with fares
charged at 50%.

Bed

Bilbao Turismo (bilbaoturismo.net/
BilbaoTurismo/en/tourists) has a
hotel database and booking service.
The stadium is surrounded by
accommodation. Top business choice
is the four-star Hesperia Zubialde,
by the ground on Ventosa Bidea,
its terrace bar catching the sunset.
Equally swish, towards the river,
the NH Collection Villa de Bilbao

Peña Athletic del Casco Viejo

offers a rooftop gym. More modest
but no distance away are the Pil Pil
Hostel on Sabino Arana Etorbidea, a
comfortable, hostel-like cheapie and
former pension San Mamés on Luis
Briñas, reconfigured by the By Pillow
chain. Round the corner, the Hotel
Estadio remains old-school. Nearby
on Rodríguez Arias Kalea, ILUNION
provides upper mid-range comfort. In
town, convenient for Abando station,
the Sercotel Coliseo includes Canal+
TV among its four-star services.
Near the metro of the same name,
Indautxu in the Silken group provides
a seamless four-star stay.

Beer

Hesperia Zubialde

Bilbao’s old quarter, the Casco Viejo,
is bar city. Athletic Bilbao peña bars
abound, meeting places for district
supporters’ clubs, open to all. In
Pelota Kalea, the Peña Athletic del
Casco Viejo is a stylishly themed
restaurant with a bar counter. Next
door, Gau-Txori is also worth a visit
for its tapas and Athletic iconography.
The nearby Restaurante
Urbieta (Txakur Kalea 4) is the seat
of the Peña Koldo Aguirre and also
done out in Athletic memorabilia, as
are Egiluz and Rio-Oja alongside.

On Plaza Nueva at the entrance to
the Casco Viejo, restaurants such
as Taberna Plaza Nueva and Victor
Montes next door are decked out in
red and white.
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Athletic Bilbao
Brimming with Basque pride, Athletic
Bilbao (athletic-club.eus/en) echo the
origins of the Spanish game. Fielding
only Basque players, never-relegated
Bilbao have lifted the Spanish title eight
times and the cup more than 20. But Los
Leones, ‘The Lions’, are not trapped by
history. Brave enough to knock down the
century-old San Mamés stadium and
build a new one alongside, they opened
it in September 2013 – a century after
the first one was unveiled.

the pitch. Some 575 seats are allocated
to away fans in upper sectors 321-322
(gate/atea 20) in a corner of the East
Stand, Tribuna Este/Ekialde Harmaila,
and South Stand, Tribuna Sur/Hego
Harmaila. VIPs and press have
sections in the Main Stand, Tribuna
Principal/Harmaila Nagusia, nearest
the bus station.
The San Mamés went on to stage
Spain’s first home international and 70
years of title- and cup-winning runs.
This iteration was twice renovated,
once for the 1982 World Cup, quickly
witnessing Bryan Robson scoring
after 27 seconds for England against
Platini’s France. Stars past and present
convened for the farewell match here in
June 2013.
Three months later, Athletic strode
out in the three-quarter-built new
San Mamés. Capacity for 2013-14
was 36,000, increased in 2014-15 to

Transport

The San Mamés has a metro stop of
the same name, three from the rail hub
of Abando. It is also on the tram via
Abando and the Guggenheim, Sabina
Arana closer to the stadium than the
San Mamés stop. The city’s main bus
station, Intermodal, with connections to
Bilbao Airport and the Basque region, is
five minutes away.
the current 53,000. As before, home
fans occupy the North Stand, Tribuna
Norte/Ipar Harmaila, the biggest noise
bursting out of sectors 107-108 nearest

Tickets & shop

With capacity at 53,000 and average
gates of 40,000 in 2018-19, there

The main club shop (daily 10am-8pm)
is between gates 0 and 26. There are
three others in town – at Mazarredo 65
by the Guggenheim, Alameda Rekalde
44 near Plaza Moyúa and Bidebarrieta
10 in the Casco Viejo.

Bars

The nearby streets of Sabino Arana
and Luis Briñas are chocka with
Athletic bars. For authenticity, try the
Bar Gol, with its photo of goalkeeping
trio Ricardo Zamora, Lev Yashin and
José Ángel Iribar. For mingling with
fans, the Bar Campeón, home of the
Euskal Lions. For tapas and Keler 18
beer from San Sebastián, pop into
the Bar Aliron. For an affordable, sitdown fill-up, old-school Antxi. Slightly
more discerning cuisine, La Catedral.
Imaginative design, AmORebieta next
door. Twenty others could be visited
and probably should be.
At the stadium, La Campa de los
Ingleses by the club shop is top-notch,
but closes 2hrs before kick-off and
reopens 90mins after the final whistle.
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should be availability except for the
visits of Real Sociedad, Real Madrid
and Barcelona. The taquillas between
gates 6-7 operate 10.30am-1.30pm
and 5.30pm-8pm on the day before
the game, 10.30am-1pm, then 2hrs
before kick-off, on match days. You’ll
pay around €35 in the Tribuna Norte
or Sud, €60 along the sideline in the
Tribuna Este.
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Cádiz
Until 2020, beach-lined Cádiz had only
hosted Primera fixtures for a dozen
campaigns, all but one of them around
the 1980s. Cádiz Club de Fútbol have
never finished in the top half of Spain’s
top table. Yet this bustling, historic port
is a hotbed of football culture as fiery
as almost any in Spain, where the main
stadium was completely rebuilt because
of the magic of one player in particular.
The stadium is the Estadio Ramón
de Carranza, named after the mayor
who built it. The player who lit up its
terraces was Mágico González, the
George Best of El Salvador, whose
mercurial skills helped Cádiz CF
maintain that decade-long run with
Spain’s best. Even when the Yellow
Submarine – the nickname gained long
before Villarreal made it famous – sank
down the divisions, the City of Cádiz
rallied around them and the stadium
was again rebuilt. An emotional
promotion in 2020 is just reward.

Bearings

Jerez Airport is 45km (28 miles) northeast of Cádiz, directly linked by C-1
cercanía local train three times a day
(1hr journey time, €4) that also calls at
the stadium stop Estadio. Some trains
to/from Seville also serve both airport
and Cádiz, but not the stadium. Based
near the stadium, Radio Taxi Cádiz (+34
965 212 121) should charge around

€55. Tranvía de Cádiz buses cover the
city (€1.10 on board). Cádiz station is
towards the northern end of town, on the
edge of the historic centre – local trains
cut through the city in minutes, setting
off every 30min-1hr, singles €1.80.

Bed

Between the stadium and the beach
five minutes away, the Hospedería
Imar comprises smart rooms and

sunloungers in a pretty garden. Guests
can use the gym and spa next door.
Alongside, the four-star Hotel Spa
Cádiz Plaza is a notch above. Both
lodgings have sea views. On the street
of the same name in the historic centre,
the mid-range Hotel Argantonio fills
an 18th-century house with bright,
comfortable rooms. Alongside, on C/
San Francisco, the upper mid-range
Hotel Las Cortes, topped by a chill-out
cocktail bar with stunning views of Cádiz,
has elegant rooms themed after historic

personalities. Nearby on C/Rubio y Díaz,
the Senator Cádiz Spa Hotel contains a
spa complex second-to-none.

Beer

Pubs and bars are dotted around Plaza
San Francisco in the historic centre,
starting with O’Connell’s offering TV
sports and a terrace. A few houses
along, the Rollin’RockPub is filled
with images of music legends, with
just enough space for TV sports, a tap
of Estrella Galicia and a fridge full of

BrewDog, Redneck and other brews.
Nearby on C/Sagasta, the Woodstock
bar also specialises in rarer beers and
shows TV football while students do
battle over the floodlit (!) futbolín. Mina
Five at Plaza de Mina 5 is more eatery
than bar but broadcasts games inside
and outside fills an atmospheric little
square with lively chatter. Overlooking
the sea by Santa Catalina Castle,
elegant Quilla provides fine wines,
refined snacks and an unbeatable ocean
view from its spacious terrace.
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Cádiz CF
When Cádiz Club de Fútbol (cadizcf.
com/en) strode out onto the pitch
at the Estadio Ramón de Carranza
in September 2020, it was their
first Primera fixture in 14 seasons.
The last time they were a regular
presence in La Liga was when Mágico
González was lighting up the stadium
in the 1980s. So much so, in fact,
that they expanded it, removing the
athletics track and constructing a
new main stand. After Mágico, the
magic went, relegations earning
Cádiz the nickname the Yellow
Submarine long before Villarreal
made it more popular. With the
arrival of coach Álvaro Cervera in
2016, his team quickly challenged for
promotion. Confirmed in July 2020,
with it came former international
Álvaro Negredo to score goals
against Spain’s best in La Liga.

CÁDIZ CF

Provenzal

Bars

The Ramón de Carranza was rebuilt
over the course of a decade from
2003 onwards, stand by stand. The
main west one nearest the sea,
the Tribuna Alta/Baja, is lined with
floodlights built into the roof. Both
ends are steeped in Cádiz myth, the
Fondo Norte for its wild scenes in
the terrace days, the Fondo Sur the
home of the Brigadas Amarillas. A
few hundred visiting supporters are
allocated an upper corner beneath
the video screen, between the
Tribuna and the Fondo Sur. Capacity
is 20,700.

Transport

The stadium has its own train station,
Estadio, on the east side of the
stadium behind the Preferencia. It’s
on the C-1 cercanía regional train
line from Cádiz main station (every
30min-1hr, singles €1.80, journey
time 6mins). Three services a day also
come direct from Jerez Airport. On
the west, sea-facing side, bus No.1
stops at Estadio by the main stand.
Services run every 5-12mins from
central Plaza de España ten stops
(15mins) away. It also calls at Puerta
de Tierra near the train station.

Tickets

The taquillas behind the main stand
operated in the run-up to match
day. All seats in the Fondo behind
each goal are taken be season-ticket
holders. The few on sale will be in the
sideline Preferencia (€30) and Tribuna
Alta and Baja (€40).

Shop

Between the supporters’ statue and
the main stand, the Tienda Oficial
Cádiz CF stocks all yellow and all blue
replica tops, toy team buses, beachwear vests and bat-ball sets.

The Ramón de Carranza is
surrounded by bars, many lining
the waterfront, palm-fringed
Paseo Marítimo. On the beach,
the Chiringuito Malibú serves cold
beer and grilled sardines beneath
the lifeguard post. At the foot of the
Hotel Spa Cádiz Plaza, corner bar
Provenzal is another popular spot.
Tucked inland, by the steps leading
up to the stadium on Plaza de Madrid,
the little Bar La Escalerilla serves
glasses of Cruzcampo and tapas on its
tables outside. Two classic pre-match
bars await behind the Fondo Norte
on C/Pintor Zuloaga. El Submarino
Amarillo is plastered in action shots,
line-ups and scarves from visiting
supporters. Next door, painted yellow
and blue, the Bar Gol affirms its
Cádiz support with team line-ups and
dangling footballs over the bar.
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Halfway between Bilbao and San
Sebastián, little Eibar is probably the
unlikeliest community to support a
top-division club in Spain. Promoted
in 2014 as champions of the Segunda
with five points to spare, SD Eibar
were celebrated across town. Step
off the Euskotren at Ardantza-Eibar,
an hour or so from either Bilbao or
San Sebastián, and flags of claret and
blue were hung everywhere – from
the many bars surrounding the main
square immediately ahead and near
the Ipurua Stadium, a calf-crunching
15-minute climb from the station.
Representing a friendly little town
of 27,000 souls, Armaginak (‘the
Gunsmiths’) date back to 1940, when
the amalgamation of Deportivo
Gallo and UD Eibarresa first played
in Elgoibar, a couple of stops up the
rail line towards San Sebastián. With
the 1947 opening of the Ipurua, the
club invited their former hosts for
a curtain-raising friendly – won by
Elgoibar. SD Eibar left local rivals
behind when they shot from the
Segunda B to the Primera in two
seasons from 2013.

Bearings

The nearest international airport is
Bilbao, 50km (31 miles) away. A direct
Lurraldebus to Eibar (€8, journey
time 35mins) runs every 2-3hrs.

EIBAR

Eibar

O’Jays

An Untzaga taxi (+34 943 203 071),
based at Eibar’s main square of the
same name, should charge around
€60. A Euskotren train runs every
30min-1hr from Bilbao ZazpikaleakCasco Viejo in town to ArdantzaEibar (€4.50, journey time 70mins),
the nearest station to the main
square straight ahead and stadium
beyond. Eibar station is on the east
side of town. Infrequent regional
Lurraldebus, Socibus and Bizkaia
bus services pass through town
but you can walk everywhere in 1015mins, including the stadium on the
southern edge of Eibar.

Bed

The main hotel in town – in fact,
the only hotel in town – is the
comfortable, modern three-star
Unzaga Plaza, a short walk from
Ardantza station. Everyone gathers
in the bar/restaurant for TV football,
not only guests in the 88 rooms. Most
kick-off times should allow you to see

the match in Eibar and get the 70min
train from Ardantza to the many
accommodation options in Bilbao.

Beer

Eibar is full of bars displaying claretand-blue flags and showing football.
Three line one side of the main
square, with adjoining terraces: Bar
Txoko, Saioa and O’Jay’s Irish Tavern.
Across the square, Guridi Rugby

is not only focused on all things
oval. Alongside runs pedestrianised
bar-lined Torïbio Etxebarria Kalea.
There, the old-school Bar Buenos
Aires, spiffed-up Bar Ongi-Etorri,
lively EzDok and others provide a
varied bar crawl within a few hundred
metres. Further down, by the church,
Kultu on Zuloagas-Tarren Kalea is a
popular terrace bar with TV football
within. Nearby, on parallel San Juan

Kalea, the Pub Irlandés O’Hara
makes a change from Basque beers
– there’s also the Laurel & Hardy Pub
by Ardantza station, with big-screen
sport prominent. Nearby, gastro-pub
Arkupe also shows games while
Batzoki by the hotel provides fine
wines, quality tapas and TV football
in a sophisticated atmosphere. The
Paulaner Bier Haus serves Bavaria’s
finest with a TV tuned to Fußball.
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Bars

From the main square, just after the
bend as you climb up, bars either side
of the street, including Eibar-focused
Xania and Zelai-Bide at Sostia-Tarren
Kalea 4.

La Terraza

SD Eibar
In July 2015, bagpipers struck up
‘Scotland the Brave’ as the host club
SD Eibar (sdeibar.com/en) celebrated
their 75th anniversary with a game
against Celtic, illustrating the historic
links between Celts and Basques, and
signalling Eibar’s major achievement
of surviving a first season in La Liga.
Armaginak (‘the Gunsmiths’) had
defied the bureaucrats by insisting
on their rightful place in the top flight
– then were saved by administrative
good fortune at the end of the
campaign. Eibar had won promotion

in 2014 but been initially refused
admission to La Liga due to budgetary
issues. A global appeal raised the €2
million necessary to sit at the top table.
Then, at season’s end, Eibar should
have been relegated – but La Liga
came down hard on poor Elche and
their tax debt.
Rebuilds of three stands at the Ipurua
have brought the capacity to just over
8,000. The Popular Preferente home
end is the domain of the most active

supporters’ groups, Eskozia la Brava
(‘Scotland The Brave’). Away fans enter
through gate 6 to take their place in the
Zona Visitante at the opposite end.

Transport

Eibar is almost halfway between
Bilbao and San Sebastián. A
Euskotren train runs every 30min-1hr
from Bilbao Zazpikaleak-Casco Viejo
to Ardantza-Eibar (€4.50, journey
time 70mins), the nearest station to
the stadium. Signposted from the

main square, it’s a steepish 15min
walk up Juan Gisasola Kalea, bearing
right at the bend at the top. A taxi
from the station should cost around
€5. The DB01 stop by the stadium
is for the infrequent Lurraldebus
service (every 2-3hrs) for Elgeta that
passes the Unzaga Plaza Hotel – but
it’s hardly worth the wait.

Tickets & shop

Tickets are sold during match week,
online (sdeibar.com/entradas)

Where Ipurua Kalea meets the stadium,
Indalezio Ojangyren Kalea is a small
square with a panoramic view. Here La
Terraza has a wall decorated in team
line-ups, season-by-season, as old
regulars play games of mus, cards laid
out on a green baize. Alongside, the Bar
Ipurua is smaller and more modest,
with tables outside. On the other side of
the stadium, where three streets meet
in the shadow of the flyover, La Bolera
is a large betting bar whose terrace is
set just right to catch the late-afternoon
sunshine.
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and from the shop/office (MonFri 9.30m-1.30pm, 4.30pm-8pm)
by the stadium at Ipurua Kalea
2. From 90mins before kick-off,
windows operate at the back of the
stadium in the shadow of the flyover.
Prices start at €20 behind each goal,
the Gol Tribunak Eki eta Mendebalde
(Est and Oeste), rising to €30 along
the sidelines – Tribuna Nagusi eta
Iparra (Principal y Norte). There’s
an across-the-board price of €10 for
children (Haurrak Tribuna guztiak).
The Azulgrana stripes of red and blue
are the storied first kit, a somewhat
Crystal Palacey white with a red-andblue sash the current second choice.
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Elche
Palm-lined Elche, Elx to locals, was
perhaps the most unlikely of the 14
cities to stage the 1982 World Cup.
But Elche is also a La Liga destination
– again. Promotion for Elche CF in 2020
may not, in fact, could not, have been
acclaimed with the same communal
enthusiasm as back in 2013, the first
for 25 years. Then, as now, games take
place at a barren expanse of sandy
scrubland on the city limits. Beyond
the Estadio Manuel Martínez Valero
lies nothing, just the EL-20 motorway
leading to the sea.
It was here that then club president
of the same name planned his sports
complex, a kind of ‘Build-It-And-TheyWill-Come’ folly partly achieved at
government expense. Sadly, apart from
the Belgium-Hungary clash, spectators
didn’t beat a long path to the stadium
door for the other two games, both
involving El Salvador. The few who did go
would have seen Hungary overcome the
Central Americans 10-1, a game that
featured a seven-minute hat-trick by
substitute László Kiss. The stadium took
Valero’s name after his death in 1988.

Bearings

Alicante-Elche Airport is 13km (eight
miles) from Elche. Bus 1A/1B (MonFri hourly, every 2hrs Sat-Sun) runs to
Elche (40min journey time, €1.50). A taxi
(+34 965 047 813) has a set fare of €25.

Elche has two train stations, Parque/
Parc and Carrús, 2km apart, north of
town. The stadium is on the eastern
outskirts. City transport consists of
Avanza buses, tickets €1.35 on board.

Bed

Visit Elche (visitelche.com/en) has a
database of hotels. A 10min walk from
the stadium by the sports complex, the
ibis Elche offers parking and a 24-hour
bar. On the stadium side of town, near
the bus route there, the zen-like Hotel
Huerto del Cura (C/Porta de la Morera

14) is an award-winning four-star in
exotic greenery, with an outdoor pool
and saunas. Also east of town but by the
centre, the TRYP Ciudad de Elche (Av
Joan Carles I 5) is a reliable three-star.
A cheapie between the two stations, the
Hostal María (Av de la Llibertat 4) is nofrills but handy.

Beer

The streets around the Basilica
are dotted with drinking options.
Football-friendly ones include
Flaherty’s (Passeig de les Eres de

Santa Llúcia 13) and St Patrick’s next
door. Clubby after dark, café-like
by day and always showing sport,
Suquer (Carrer Pere Ibarra 10) has
been entertaining locals for two
decades or more. By Plaça Glorieta,
MacLarens (Carrer Empedral 7)
offers match action plus a classic
table-football table and board games.
With a pleasant terrace on Glorieta
itself, Newton is a gastro bar that
broadcasts sport, while pub-like
Jackson (Carrer Infante Don Manuel
15) serves food and shows games.

For authentic flavour, nearly as old
as Elche CF, Villalobos (Carrer
Empredrat 11) has been in the same
family since 1932, a tiny locals’ bar
barely big enough to accommodate
a green-and-white flag. Cold bottled
Estrella Levante is the drink of
choice, and cheap with it. It’s on a
pedestrianised throughfare lined with
bars, with TV screens outside.
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Elche CF
‘Somos de Primera’ read the bands
around the green hats sported by
every celebrating local following the
surprise Segunda title win of Elche
CF (elchecf.es) in 2013. But reaching
the Primera for the first time in 24
years was one thing – in 2014-15,
Elche were forcibly relegated because
of unpaid taxes. Mid-table for the half
the season in 2019-20, Elche then
snuck into the top flight with two very
narrow wins in the Segunda play-offs.
Shoe baron Manuel Martínez Valero
had provided the funds for Los
Franjiverdes, ‘the Green-and-White
Stripes’, to feature in La Liga during
the 1960s and the 1970s. All fell by
the wayside when money was set
aside for Elche’s new stadium. Two
years after Elche and Mexico opened
the Nou Estadio – later named
the Manuel Martínez Valero – the
Franjiverdes were relegated.
Stuck out on Elche’s city limits,
the stadium looks every bit like an
incongruous prop from a film set
of a spaghetti western. Holding
36,000 spectators in three rings, this
colosseum of a ground has individual
seating in Elche green. The Fondos
behind the north and south goals are
divided into uncovered, covered and
upper-ring seating. Away fans are
allocated the Anillo Superior Fondo

Bars

Norte, high up over the north goal,
accessed through gate 18.

Transport

The stadium has its own bus
stop (No.261) near the Winner’s
Pub – only used 1hr before and up to
30min after the match. Bus E (every
10-15mins) runs from Vicente Blasco
Ibañez, a short walk from Carrús train
station. It’s 20-25mins to the terminus
at Av L’Altet 1/2, where the bus loops
round. From there, the stadium is
easily visible, a 5min walk down
Avinguda de Manuel Martínez Valero.
Bus K goes from Elche bus station

(every 15-20mins) to Barxell (near
the ibis Hotel), 10-15mins away. From
there, the stadium is a 5min walk.

Tickets & shop

Tickets are sold from the taquillas by
the main entrance in the run-up to
match day (10am-2pm, 5pm-9pm) and
from 10am on the day itself. Prices
start at €35 for the upper ring behind
the goal (Anillo Superior Fondo), rising
to €50-€60 for the upper ring in the
sidelines stands (Preferencia/Tribuna),
where the best seats are €70-€80.
By the ticket windows, la Tienda del
Elche (Tue-Fri 10am-2pm, 5pm-9pm,

Trobada

Sat-Sun 10am-2pm or 2hrs before
kick-off) offers branded beachwear for
those staying on the Costa.

Near the stadium at Avinguda
de Manuel Martínez Valero 16
the Winner’s Bar is a standard,
modern Spanish drinkery, with Elche
banners over the counter and a
terrace. Alongside, currently up for
sale, the James Madison pub usually
offers Kopparberg cider and Guinness
on draught, plus a full menu. Several
bars are built into the stadium.
By the main entrance, Aromas
Illicatanos attracts a younger
clientele to a brick-lined interior
peppered with Elche iconography.
On the other side of the ground, La
Trobada contains massive back-bar
mural of the club’s history. There’s
also a corner shop, La Fábrica del
Hielo, that provides a terrace for
sipping bottled Alhambra.
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Granada
The splendid Moorish capital
of Granada, backdropped by the
Sierra Nevada, provides one of the
best settings for top-flight football in
Spain. With Granada Club de Fútbol
achieving European qualification for
the first time in 2020, it’s a location
that at least players and staff from
visiting sides can enjoy, if not, sadly,
travelling supporters.
The Rojiblancos play at the Nuevo
Estadio Los Cármenes, once
groundshared with Granada Atlético,
whom they subsumed in 2009.
Granada CF were then bought by
the Pozzo family, owners of Udinese
in Italy, who steered Granada to the
Primera in 2011. Five years later, they
sold the club to Chinese entrepreneur
Jiang Lizhang. After talk of a new
stadium, the current ground is
now central to a €20 million-plus
redevelopment, the leisure complex
Granada Sport Park.

Bearings

Granada’s Federico García Lorca
Airport is 18km (11 miles) west of
town. An hourly bus (journey time
45mins, €3) runs to key points in the
city centre. A taxi (+34 622 354 756) to
town costs €26-€28. Malaga Airport
is the nearest major international
hub, 135km (84 miles) away. Several
Alsa buses a day, some direct, run to

Granada (2hr 30min, €11-€13). The
stadium is on the southern edge of
town, served by the one-line metro
(€1.35 single) and Transportes
Rober buses (single €1.40). Pidetaxi
Granada can be contacted on +34 958
280 000.

Bed

Granada Turismo (en.granadatur.com)
has a database of hotels, usually full
over Easter. Nearest the stadium, the
Hotel Abades Nevada Palace by the
sports hall is a treat-yourself four-star
with pools indoor and out, spa, gym

and starlit terrace. Nearer the centre
in the district Zaidín, the pool- and
sauna-equipped Barceló Congress (C/
Maestro Montero 12) is where Spain
and the better Spanish club sides stay
when they’re in town. Further towards
the centre, the old-school Reino de
Granada (C/Recogidas 53) is a great
mid-range find. In the shadow of the
Alhambra and by the tapas bars of
Plaza Campo del Príncipe, the Hostal
La Ninfa provides comfortable rooms
behind a striking façade. By the
Cathedral, the stylish Anacapri belies
its three-star status.

Beer

Granada prides itself on its bar life
and its tapas, traditionally (but not
always) free. Hubs include Plaza
Campo del Principe, Plaza Nueva and
the later-opening Calle Pedro Antonio
de Alarcón in the student quarter.
The local beer is, aptly, Alhambra.
Paddy’s Pub (C/Santa Escolástica
15), with TVs strategically placed
and decent Guinness, is Irish-run.
Hannigan & Sons (C/Cetti Meriem 1)
is another pub option, with Murphy’s
and Paulaner to complement the
Guinness and TV sports. For a more

Spanish atmosphere, head to Calle
Pedro Antonio de Alarcón and the
intimate Café Bar La Esquina (No.59),
with bottles of wine and beer labelled
in honour of Granada CF, generous
tapas and TV football. Buzzy Babel
(No.52) also exudes local character,
with plenty of action around pool
games and table football. Bodegas
Castañeda (C/de Almireceros 1) is a
local institution for beer and tapas,
though doesn’t do football.
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GRANADA CF
There’s also a store on the corner of the
Fondo Norte and Tribuna at the stadium.

Bars

Granada CF
All but bankrupt ten years ago,
Granada CF (granadacf.es) enjoyed
their best Primera season for 50
years in 2019-20, qualifying for
Europe for the first time. Behind this
success is former Sevilla assistant
coach Diego Martínez and a recently
installed Chinese ownership. The
Rojiblancos were rescued in 2009
thanks to a partnership arrangement
with Udinese. The deal helped the
club maintain recently claimed topflight status – by the skin of their
teeth.

Granada’s first golden period came
in the early 1970s, under coach
Joseillo Iglesias, a member of
the great Real Madrid team of the
1950s. This was also the era of the
classic top-flight Derbi Andaluz with
Málaga, when Granada played at Los
Cármenes by the Plaza de Toros in
town – opened with the derby against
Málaga, at Christmas 1934. In 1995,
it was replaced by Nuevo Estadio
Los Cármenes on the southern
outskirts of town, backdropped by
the Sierra Nevada. Built by local
and regional governments, this now
19,000-capacity municipal ground
comprises four three-tiered stands

and distinctive floodlights on each
corner. The Fondos behind each goal
are designated as Sectors C and D.
The main stand, the Tribuna, is Sector
A, the Preferencia opposite Sector
B. Away fans are usually allocated a
corner of the Preferencia.

Transport

The stadium has its own stop, Estadio
Nuevo Los Cármenes, on Granada’s
new metro line (every 11-15mins),
direct from the bus and train stations,
and the western edge of town, 1015mins away. From the city city,
Gran Vía 5-Catedral, bus No.8 runs
every 15mins to Pintor Maldonado

42-Nuevo los Cármenes, nine
stops/15mins away.

Tickets & shops

The taquillas at the stadium operate
10am-2pm, 5pm-8pm in the run-up to
match day, and on the day itself. Tickets
are also distributed at the club shop
on Floor 1 of the Centro Comercial
Neptuno mall (C/Arabial 45, daily 10am10pm). If they’re available, tickets in
the Fondo (Sectors C and D) behind
the goals are €30, €35 in the corners
(Esquinas) and €40 in the Preferencia.
The best seats are Sector A, in the
Tribuna €55. Prices rise around €20 for
the visits of Barcelona and Real Madrid.

Several venues line the main avenue,
Paseo del Emperador Carlos V,
leading to the stadium. The Cervecería
ECU (No.7) has a decent selection of
beers, including their own house brew,
generous tapas and seats outside. Next
door, El Caladero serves sought-after
Spanish beers and seafood. On the
other side of the ground on Calle Pintor
Maldonado, the lively Bar Sur (No.28)
is decorated in photos of Rojiblanco
players and fans. Lively pre-match El
Estadio (No.40) divides its decorative
theme between Granada CF (pennants,
flag, framed signed shirt) and New
York. Behind, tucked away down C/
Pintor Hermenegildo Lanz, the Peña
Los Cármenes is a GCF fans’ bar open
on match days and probably happy to
welcome neutrals, while the friendly
Restaurante Almudena offers several TV
screens and classic Andalusian cuisine.
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Beer

La Rebotica Huesca

Huesca
Second city of Aragon, the region
between Castile and the Pyrenees,
Huesca has usurped the former
footballing power and provincial capital
of Zaragoza. While their rivals in the
Derbi aragonés have a trophy cabinet
brimming with Spanish cups and
European trophies, SD Huesca can point
to two Primera promotions in three
years, the Azulgranas coming straight

back up as Segunda champions in 2020
while Zaragoza flopped in the play-offs
– for the second time in three seasons.
Named after the medieval battle in
which the Aragonese wrested control
of Huesca, the home ground of El
Alcoraz was unveiled in 1972. In 1986,
it was bought by a foundation of
supporters and leading city figures.
Huesca’s promotion in 2018 forced the
Fundación to raise capacity from 5,200
to a still modest 7,600.

Bearings

Zaragoza Airport is 81km (50.5 miles)
south-west of Huesca, with no direct
public transport links. Bus No.501
leaves every 30mins for Zaragoza
Intermodal train and bus stations
(€1.85, journey time 30mins). From
there, four trains a day run to Huesca,
regional (€7, 1hr journey time) and the
AVE (from €9, 45mins). Hourly Alosa/
avanza buses for Huesca (from €7-€8,
journey time 1hr) leave from Zaragoza
Averly near Zaragoza Portillo. Huesca

bus and train stations are south-west
of town, walking distance to the stadium
1.5km further out. Stations and stadium
are on the avanza network of three
circular bus lines skirting the centre.
Radio Taxi Huesca can be contacted on
+34 974 595 959.

Bed

Closest to the stadium are two modern
options by the station: Hotel abba
Huesca, a low-rise business hotel with
gym and outdoor pool, and Sercotel
Aparthotel Huesca, a functional selfcatering complex integral to the station

The main nightlife area is around
Plaza Alfonso El Batallador. Notable
is Tomatejamon, serving fine tapas
from its huge blackboard menu, along
with gallons of beer to its pavement
tables. Around the corner, La Abadia
de los Templarios is a medievally
styled bar (and restaurant, but best
sticking with Ye Sandwiches) with a
capacious woody-benched interior,
big screens and a footballing heart.
Alongside, lively El Monasterio Bar de
Copas has table as well as TV football.
On warm days, head over to C/Coso
Alto near the club shop and grab a seat
on the broad terrace of La Rebotica
Huesca to enjoy live TV games on its
street-facing big screen. On Plaza
Luis Buñuel, the deliciously art deco
Cafetería Martin is a neighbourhood
classic, good for TV football. Near
main Plaza Luis López Allué, Alt
Berlín is German-themed, with bottled
imports, while L’Artesana Cervecería
serves global craft beers alongside
eight house brews from the tap.
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building itself. On C/Sancho Ramírez
in town, the Hostal El Centro is clean,
efficient and reliable. On the square
of the same name, Hostal Lizana
and near-neighbour Lizana II offer
a comparable guesthouse set-up. A
minute away, the doyenne of Huesca’s
hotels is the Hotel Sancho Abarca,
opulent in its quirky décor, spa facilities
and classy bar and restaurant. There’s
free TV football on Movistar.

Cafetería Martin
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Promoted to La Liga in 2020 for
the second time in three years, SD
Huesca (sdhuesca.es) again outpaced
their nearest Aragonese rivals Real
Zaragoza to bounce back to the top
flight. This success should be seen
in the context of a 60-year history in
mainly the third and fourth flights.
Sociedad Deportiva Huesca were
created at the illustrious Bar Flor
restaurant in 1960. In shirt colours of
blue and red, azulgrana, SD Huesca
played at the modest Campo de
San Jorge, until 15 million pesetas
were spent on a new stadium close
by, El Alcoraz. It was named after a
game-changing medieval battle, the
victorious Aragonese soldiers said to
have been inspired by a vision of St
George whose cross is now featured
on the club’s second kit.
The second-smallest ground in
La Liga, El Alcoraz was rapidly
modernised and expanded before
Huesca’s first Primera campaign
in 2018. A capacity of 5,200 was
increased by 2,400 as part of the €6
million revamp. The Gol Norte was
given a new stand, a supplementary
one accommodating visiting
supporters in the Gol Sur. The main
stand is divided into three sections,
Tribuna Sur, Tribuna Central and
Tribuna Norte, where the few spare
seats tend to be sold.

SD HUESCA

SD Huesca

Transport

The stadium is a 15-minute walk from
the station, up C/San Urbez and along
Avenida Martínez de Velasco, where
a couple of bars and restaurants are
located. All three Circular bus routes
run past the stadium, although only
Nos.1 and 3 in the direction from the
station via Plaza Navarra to Hospital
San Jorge y Colegio Alcoraz by the
stadium. The No.2 runs from the city
centre past the stadium towards the
station.

Tickets

Given a stadium capacity of 7,600,
sourcing tickets at Huesca is tricky
but not impossible. On the Tuesday
before each home game, seats are
sold in the Tribuna Norte, online
(tickets.sdhuesca.es) and from
the club office. Tickets will be

only available on the day for less
attractive opposition. Expect to pay
around €30-€35.

Shops

The Tienda Oficial SD Huesca is at C/
Coso Bajo 13-15. For 2020-21, Huesca
have integrated the cross of St George

within their storied azulgrana colours,
and removed it from the second kit,
now a Real Madridy all-white. The
cross of St George also features on
branded ashtrays, cushions and fabric
bags. A smaller outlet at the stadium
operates on match days.

Bars

El Alcoraz is in a park on the town
perimeter, with no bars in its
immediate vicinity. The closest are on
Calle Martínez de Velasco, primarily

locals’ joints, and in this one-club town
that means the bar chat is fixed on
SD Huesca’s fortunes, the TV screens
are reliably tuned to football. Typical
are El Cerro (pavement tables, basic
food) at No.40 and the Restaurante
la Parrilla Gombar (capable kitchen,
good for groups) at No.34. Closer to
town, the Restaurante (also bar) El
Ibón at No.45 is friendlier and more
conventional inside than its folk-art
exterior murals suggest, the food
regional and tasty.
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PA M P L O N A

Pamplona
Best known for its annual running of
the bulls, Pamplona is the home of
Osasuna, the main club in the partly
Basque area of Navarre. Named
after the Basque word for ‘health’,
Osasuna have rivalries with nearby
Real Sociedad and Athletic Bilbao.
Like Bilbao, Osasuna are owned by
their members – this citadel city has
a powerful sense of autonomy.
Its virtues were extolled by writer
Ernest Hemingway in his book
The Sun Also Rises. Today themed
tours take in the former Café Kutz,
now a bank. It was at the Kutz that
members of New Club and Sportiva
Foot-Ball Club met in 1920 to form
Club Atlético Osasuna. Adopting
red shirts, Osasuna played friendly
games at the local racecourse, the
Campo del Ensanche and the Campo
de San Juan, against mainly Basque
teams. From the 1950s on, Osasuna
staged regular campaigns in La Liga,
38 to date. Home is the municipal El
Sadar on the southern outskirts, by
the river of the same name.

Bearings

Underused Pamplona Airport is
6km (3.5 miles) south of town. A
shared taxi (€0.70, coins preferred)
goes hourly (from 10am) to Paseo
de Sarasate in town, stopping at
Avenida de Zaragoza – reserve your

seat (+34 948 232 300) up to 10mins
before it leaves. A private taxi
(same number) should cost around
€12. Bilbao Airport is 160km (100
miles) away. Bizkaia bus A3247
runs to Bilbao Intermodal (every
30mins, €3, journey time 45mins)
by the Athletic stadium, where four
Autobuses La Union services a day
set off for Pamplona (€16, journey
time 2hrs-2hrs 30mins). Pamplona
bus station is by Plaza de la Paz in
town, Pamplona-Iruña train station

north of the centre. The stadium is
far south. Local TCC buses (€1.35
single) cover the city.

Bed

Rooms will be scarce during the annual
festival, July 6-14. At the roundabout by
the stadium, also housing a handy prematch bar, the Casa Albero (C/Zolina 3)
comprises seven comfortable rooms.
The nearest main hotel to the stadium,
the mid-range Avenida, stands at the
top end of Avenida de Zaragoza, seven

bus stops from the ground. Close by, the
other side of Plaza Principe de Viana,
the Yoldi is slightly classier. By the
Taconera Gardens, towering Tres Reyes
offers sleek rooms and an outdoor pool
in summer. Also high-end, by focal
Plaza del Castillo, La Perla has been
accommodating celebrities since 1881,
naming rooms and suites after them.

Beer

The streets around Plaza del Castillo,
particularly Calle Estafeta, are lined

with pintxo bars, such as the Bodegón
Sarría (No.50), somewhat more
contemporary and with TV sport.
There’s also televised action at Chez
Belagua (No.49), a stylish cider bar.
On the square itself, the ornate Café
Iruña is a tourist favourite, with its
own Hemingway corner. On the other
side of the square, the bar-like Café
Roch (C/Comedias 6) is an authentic
find, opened in 1898. For a more
pub-like atmosphere, the Cervecería
Baztan (C/Nueva 125) near the Hotel
Tres Reyes shows TV sport, though it
prefers an oval ball.
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Osasuna
Osasuna (facebook.com/C.A.Osasuna.
Oficial) are the flagship club for both
Pamplona and the Navarre region.
Playing at the intimate El Sadar
stadium, the Gorritxoak (‘Little
Reds’) have maintained a top-flight
presence for all but ten seasons since
1980. With Basque roots – Osasuna
means ‘Health’ – the club were late
developers compared to Athletic
Bilbao or Real Sociedad. It wasn’t until
the late 1950s that Osasuna kept pace
in the Primera for any length of time.
Forced to sell their long-term home of
the Campo de San Juan and decamp
to the out-of-town municipal El Sadar
in 1966-67, Osasuna thrived under
long-term club president (and bank
director) Fermín Ezcurra. Foreign
internationals such as Pole Jan Urban
(remembered for his hat-trick in a
4-0 win at the Bernabéu), Michael
Robinson and Sammy Lee came to
the fore as Osasuna earned top-six
league finishes and embarked on
campaigns in the UEFA Cup. The most
successful came in 2006-07 when they
beat Bordeaux, Rangers and Bayer
Leverkusen to make the semi-final.
Holders Sevilla then overturned a 1-0
deficit in Pamplona to win the trophy.
Comprising four two-tiered stands,
El Sadar has a capacity of 23,500.
With the income from regional

proffers a range of goods in red and
blue, including dressing gowns,
towels, dominoes and cards for the
popular Basque game of mus.
government in 2006, offices and
private boxes were installed. The
left-leaning Indar Gorri ultras
(facebook. com/19IndarGorri87)
faithfully occupy the lower tier of the
Fondo Sur, visiting fans are allocated
a sector in the Tribuna Alta, the
highest seats, above the Preferencia.

Transport

El Sadar is near the university
campus, just off the main Avenida
Zaragoza that leads south from
town towards the airport. Bus
No.11 (every 10-15mins) calls at
Bajada de Labrit by the Plaza

Bars

de Toros in town, passing by the
Avenida Hotel, before stopping at C/
Sadar 14 by the stadium. It’s nine
stops, allow 15mins.

Tickets

The El Sadar office (Tue-Fri 9.30am1.30pm, 4.30pm-7.30pm) deals with
ticket sales in the week before the
game, the El Sadar ticket office (Sat
11am-1.30pm, 6.30pm-8pm, match
days from 10am) over the weekend.
For most league fixtures, a seat in
the Tribuna Gol (Norte) and Sur, and
Grada Gol is €50-€60, as it is in the
Tribuna Lateral and Preferencia.

Prices increase by at least €20 for
Barcelona or Real Madrid.

Shop

On Calle Sadar, behind the East
Stand at the stadium, the rather
swish Tienda Oficial (Mon 4.30pm8pm, Tue-Sat 10am-1.30pm, 4.30pm8pm, match day Sun from noon)

By the roundabout one bus stop
before the stadium (look out for
the beret-topped Osasuna figure
outside), bar, restaurant and pension
Casa Albero (C/Zolina 3) is popular
pre-match, its walls decorated with
framed shirts. Two bars are built into
the stadium. El Txoko del Sadar on
C/de Eladio Cilveti is a friendly place
used as a day-to-day drinking spot
by local residents. El Bodegón on
C/Sadar is more substantial, with
touches of red and blue inside, and
provides a full menu. Both have seats
outside, El Bodegón’s with a roof.
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San Sebastián Turismo
(sansebastianturismoa.eus/en) has a
hotel database and booking service.
Across the road from the stadium,
the red-brick three-star Hotel Anoeta
has 32 simple rooms and a handy
restaurant.
Nearby on Avenida Madrid, the
Pensión Maite is an old-school twostar with a pre-match bar opposite.
Walking distance from Amara station,
convenient for the stadium, the buzzy
and fashion-forward Astoria 7 houses
an inventive contemporary restaurant,
the other of Pio XII Plaza where the
Silken Amara Plaza provides reliable
four-star accommodation. Across from
the station, the Pensión Nuevas Artes
is an affordable choice.

San Sebastián
Close to the French border, San
Sebastián, Donostia to proud Basquespeaking locals, is a gracious seaside
resort and contemporary gastronomic
mecca where royals and high society
mingled a century ago. Support for
flagship club Real Sociedad isn’t quite
as feverish as at rivals Bilbao, and
the stadium isn’t as cherished (nor as
centrally located).
It is, however, like Bilbao’s, almost
completely new. The Reale Arena,

still referred to the Anoeta,
represents the club’s ascension to
the Spain’s upper echelons, a decade
after Real’s return to La LIga a decade
ago. The club first played on the
beaches of Ondarreta before moving
to a modest ground by the railway
station, Atotxa, in 1913. Inaugurated
with a game against Athletic Bilbao it
famously saw the last-gasp title win
over their rivals in 1982.
The Basque derby has always been a
display of regional solidarity against
Spanish rule – amid low-key animosity
between the two clubs involved. After

Franco’s death, In 1976, the captains of
each team jointly displayed the illegal
Basque flag to a cheering derby crowd.
Each club would soon win the title
twice – unlikely in today’s era of €100
million footballers.

Bearings

San Sebastián Airport is 22km
(13.5 miles) north of town. Lurralde
buses run to town (€2.75, 40mins
journey time). The hourly E20 (daily)
and evening E28 (Mon-Fri) go to
Gipuzkoa Plaza by the Old Town and
Federico García Lorca 2 by the bus/
train stations. The hourly E28 (Mon-

Beer

Fri) goes to San Martín 25 near Amara
station, serving Euskotrens trains
from Bilbao (Zazpikaleak/Casco Viejo,
€6.50, journey time 2hrs 40mins).
From Amara, the stadium south of
town is a quick hop by Euskotren
Donostialdea metro (€1.85). An airport
taxi (+34 682 923 685) to town should
cost around €35-€40. For a local Taxi
Donosti, call +34 943 46 46 46. The
Dbus network serves San Sebastián,
pay the driver €1.80.

Bar life is concentrated around the
Parte Vieja, the Old Town, where you’ll
find the Bar Sport at Fermín Calbetón
Kalea 10, its focus on TV football, and
top pintxo spot Munto at No.17. The
next street over, Arrandegi Kalea, hides
the football haunt Bar Nestor, lined
with framed shirts. Corner Haizea
on nearby Aldamar Kalea is another
lively pintxo place. Near the seafront,
Wimbledon is a pub-like operation
attached to the Onderreta Tennis Club
by Funikular Plaza. Real Sociedad have
their own café, Harrobi at Arrapide
Pasealekua by the Zubieta training
ground, 6km south-west of town.
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Moving with the times, venerable Real
Sociedad (realsociedad.eus/en) have
transformed their functional if modern
Estadio de Anoeta into the Reale
Arena, opened in 2019 and almost
full to its 39,500 capacity for the derby
with eternal rivals Athletic Bilbao in
February 2020. Representing the grand
Basque resort of San Sebastián, ‘Royal
Society’ gained their regal title a year
after being formed in 1909. Their club
was comprised of sport-focused sons
of wealthy locals educated in England,
their first president Classics professor
Adolfo Sáenz-Alonso.
The club first played on the beaches of
Ondarreta before moving to a modest
ground by the railway station, Atotxa, in
1913. Inaugurated with a game against
Athletic Bilbao, it famously saw the
last-gasp title win over Real’s rivals in
1982. In September 1989, the day after
scoring for Liverpool at Anfield, prolific
goalscorer John Aldridge signed for
Sociedad, breaking the club’s nonBasque policy. His successful first
season encouraged Dalian Atkinson to
follow him. European success, though,
eluded Sociedad. Some attribute the
decline to the move from the intimate
Atxoxa Stadium out to the newly built
Anoeta, in 1993.
The modern-day centrepiece of a
sports complex built in a new suburb,

REAL SOCIEDAD

Real Sociedad

Amara Nuevo, south of a bend in the
Urumea by the outer ring road, the
renamed Reala Arena puts football
first, the running track removed. The
most passionate home fans gather in
the Grada Aitor Zabaleta, named in
honour of the Sociedad fan stabbed to
death at Atlético Madrid in 1998. Away
supporters are allocated around 500
seats in the Fondo Norte.

Trains run every 7-15mins. The
fastest, most frequent bus run from
the city centre is the No.28 from
Boulevard 9 (every 7-8mins, 6 stops).

season-ticket holders – making
availability a real issue. Online
(ticketing.realsociedad.eus) is the
best way to source tickets, perhaps
the only way in most cases. For lesser
opposition, you can try the club shops
at the stadium and in town at Elkano
Kalea 4, or the taquillas before match
day. Ticket prices are set at €25 in the
Fonde Sur/Norte behind the goals,
€40 in the Tribuna Este, and €50-€60
in the Tribuna Principale Baja/Alta.

Tickets & shops

Bars

Transport

Anoeta has its own station on lines E2
and E5 of the Euskotren Donostialdea
metro network, one stop/3mins from
the main Euskotren station of Amara.

Apart from visiting supporters, 92%
of the Reale Arena is occupied by

Bars lined the main avenue, Madrid
Etorbidea, that runs from the Pio XII

roundabout towards the stadium. Bar
Maite (No.30) is attached to the
Pensión of the same name opposite
while La Venta de Curro (No.34)
is known for its pintxos. Bar
Sacha (No.30) is small, simple and
unpretentious. Across Plaza Alta
Donostia on Illunbe Kalea near the
stadium, Bar Gol and adjoining Bar Gu
are both perfect pre-match choices,
with TV screens. Attached to the Hotel
Anoeta with its own terrace, the Xanti
Jatetxea can serve you a decent meal
or just a glass of wine outside on
Anoeta Pasalekua, ten paces from the
stadium.
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Romantic, romanticised Seville
embodies all the clichés of Andalusia,
the bullfighting, the flamenco and
the fervent religious processions. The
football, too, is just as fiery, the local
rivalry between Betis and Sevilla
more head-on than anywhere else in
Spain. The die was cast a century ago.
The first organised football match in
Spain took place in Seville, in 1890, two
teams of mainly local expats working
in the local mining and sewage
industries. The visitors came from
nearby Huelva, considered Spain’s
oldest club.
Some of these expats continued to
play pick-up games in Seville, where a
certain José Luis Gallegos found them
in the early 1900s. In 1905, Gallegos
founded Sevilla, their directorship
taken from the land-owning classes
that ruled Andalusia. When one
director refused to hire a local factory
worker at the club there was a revolt
– and Betis were created by dissident
members. In 1914, Betis merged with
Sevilla Balompié and King Alfonso XIII
bestowed the Real (‘royal’) title. The
first Derbi sßevillano took place in
October 1915, a 4-3 win for Seville. A
2-2 draw on New Year’s Day soon after
was set against a backdrop of disputes
over land reform and Andalusian
autonomy, and a violent game set the
tone for the next 90 years.

SEVILLE

Seville

Although both clubs have moved
around town since their early days
at the Prado de San Sebastián, their
deep divisions are typified by their
current respective geographical
locations. Seville’s Rámon Sánchez
Pizjuán – opened with a derby defeat
to Betis – is in the commercial
district of Nervión, surrounded by
fast avenues and a modern-day mall.
Sevilla sit on valuable real estate and
have already sold much of the land
around the ground. This failed to
impress former Betis club president
Manuel Ruíz de Lopera when Sevilla
offered a groundshare with their more
modest city rivals. The later disgraced
entepreneur simply renamed the
club’s Estadio Benito Villamarín, in
the working-class southern district of
Heliópolis, after himself.
Common ground would have been
found on the northern tip of the
island that staged the 1992 Expo: La
Cartuja. This is where Porto and Celtic
fought out a ding-dong UEFA Cup

final in 2003, which saw a peaceful
invasion of Seville by 80,000 Celtic
fans. Their award-winning exemplary
behaviour was even more remarkable
considering the late 3-2 extra-time
defeat by José Mourinho’s men, and
the complete disappearance of local
taxi drivers that evening. Due its
isolation, Spanish Cup finals have been
scheduled here since the pandemic.
Spain even played a handful of
prestigious friendlies at La Cartuja
in 1999 and 2000, as the city had a

talismanic hold on La Selección.
The Spanish national team, before it
went on to conquer the world, swore
by Seville, either Betis or Sevilla.
This tradition began at the Benito
Villamarín with a freak 12-1 win over
Malta in 1983 to qualify for Euro 1984.
Spain went on to win 20 of their next
23 qualifying matches here, until
the FA decided to move host venues
around the country. Shortly before,
each ground had staged two games in
the high-action, high-scoring group
involving Brazil, Scotland and the

USSR at the 1982 World Cup. The epic
semi-final between France and West
Germany was played at the Sánchez
Pizjuán.
As for the derby, there was no tighter
tie in modern times than the penalty
shoot-out between the two in the
Europa League in 2014. Betis had
silenced the Sánchez Pizjuán with a
2-0 win in the first leg, only for Sevilla
to hold their nerve at the Benito
Villamarín, level the aggregate and win
the spot-kicks.
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SEVILLE

Beer

Bearings

Seville’s San Pablo Airport is 10km (six
miles) east of town. EA Airport buses
(every 30mins, journey time 35min, €4),
runs to city-centre bus hub Plaza de
Armas, via Santa Justa station, terminus
of the AVE train link with Madrid (2.5hrs).
A Radio Taxi (+34 954 580 000) from the
airport to town carries a flat fare of €25
daytime, €35 at night. A one-line metro
system (€2.70-€3.60, day pass €4.50)
and TUSSAM buses (€1.40, day pass €5,
3-day €10) comprise the city’s transport
network.

Bed

Seville Tourist Office (visitasevilla.es/
en) has a hotel database. Little will be
available during the two main festivals
of Semana Santa (Easter) and the April
Fair. The Sánchez Pizjuán features
business-like four-star Novotel Sevilla
on one corner and the pool- and
gym-equipped Meliá Lebreros near
the other, on the corner of C/Luis de
Morales/Luis Montoto. Staying by the
Betis stadium means that you’re quite
out of town but the four-star Silken AlAndalus Sevilla can offer a pool, gym

and more than 600 rooms. It also offers
match packages of superior room and
ticket to the Betis game. On the other
side of the stadium, the 12-room Villa
De La Palmera also offers poolside
relaxation. A couple of blocks away on
Calle Uruguay, the Holos Is a smart,
three-star boutique job.
In town, other high-end boutique
options include the Casa 1800, with
a panoramic pool overlooking Seville
Cathedral, the Palacio Alcazar
alongside, and the Fontecruz on C/

Segovia, its rooftop pool doubling up
as a beach club. By the main square
of Plaza Nueva, the old-school Hotel
Inglaterra feature music on the
panoramic terrace. At the budget end,
the Hostal Sierpes by the Flamenco
Museum is set around a pretty
courtyard.

The narrow streets of the Santa
Cruz and Triana districts are lined with
traditional tiled tapas bars that offer
local Cruzcampo beer and relief from the
relentless Andalusian sun. Typical of the
genre is the Bodega Santa Cruz (Calle
Rodrigo Caro 1A), while nearby Bar
La Moderna (Calle Mateos Gago 7) is
popular spot for TV football. The Café
Bar Leviés (Calle San José 15) is another
TV-football destination, with a huge
screen and seats outside. Taberna El
Papelón is a local, eight-branch chain
of tapas bars, including one on Calle
Granada by the Ayuntamiento. The main
football-focused expat places in town are
the Merchant Pub on Calle Canalejas,
O’Neill’s and The Clan on Calle Adriano
by the bullring,
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Tickets & shop

Betis
Working-class Real Betis Balompié
(en.realbetisbalompie.es) are back
in La Liga but even made a return
to Europe in 2018-19, topping a
group that also featured Milan
and Olympiacos. The departure of
disgraced club president Manuel Lopez
de Lopera – after a protest by 65,000
fans and ex-players – has revived the
Verdiblancos, the Green and Whites.
This also means the return of the
ferocious Derbi sevillano with rivals

Calle Padre García Tejero, where the
away sector in the highest third tier
continues to the Grada de Fondo on
Avenida de la Palmera. Opposite is
the main stand, Grada Preferencia, on
Calle Doctor Fleming, with the club
shop behind. Each stand is layered,
from Grada Baja to Primer and
Segunda Anfiteatro, bottom to top.

Sevilla. They even met in the Europa
League, a 2-0 away win for each side
until Sevilla prevailed on penalties.
The richer neighbours went on to win
the trophy, now one of six, while in the
league, Betis were relegated.
After immediate promotion in 2015,
the Béticos qualified for Europe and
lost in stoppage time to Valencia in
a domestic cup semi-final, 57,000
packing the newly expanded Estadio
Benito Vlllamarín, close to its 60,000
capacity. Average home gates for
2019-20 were an impressive 44,000,

Transport

fourth best after the big three and
above Bilbao, Valencia and… Sevilla.
Behind each end are the Grada de Gol
Sur on Calle Iguazú and Gol Norte on

The stop Dr Fleming (Est Benito
Villamarín) behind the main stand is
served by bus No.3 from the centre,
stopping at main Plaza de Armas
(journey time 30mins), and No.34
from Avenida del Cid (Consulado de
Portugal), journey time 20mins, each
leaving every 20-30mins. Bus No.2
from Resolana (Barqueta) and No.6
from Torneo (San Lorenzo) both take

The ticket offices at Avenida Tejero/
Calle Dr Fleming operate 5pm-8pm
the week before the game, and from
11am on match-day weekends.
The priciest seats (€60) are in the
Preferencia, though the upper
Voladizo will be €40. It’s €30 to sit
in the Anfiteatro of the Fondo or Gol
Norte. Away fans pay €45. Prices
rise (c.€15) for visits by the big two,
and derby games. Alongside, there’s
green-and-white merchandise at the
Tienda Oficial.

Bars

On main Avenida Padre García Tejero,
the Bodeguita Cástulo is decked out
in Betis iconography and tapas bar
Cervecería Huracán Is busy prematch. Round the corner on Calle
Uruguay, the bar of the same name
features sepia images of Seville and
a little lad in a Betis shirt pulling a
caña of Cruzcampo. Opposite, Bar
Jamaica and El Rincón de Manolo are
pretty standard, as is the Bar
Parada at the roundabout, its name
referring to the bus stop rather than
any link to goalkeeping prowess.
Bar El Quince opposite has more
sport talk. In town, La Decana (Calle
Santa María Blanca 12) is real Betis
haunt.
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the (very) long way round to Padre G
Tejero (Est Benito Villamarín) behind
the Gol Norte. A taxi south from town
should cost around €8-€9.
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SEVILLA

Sevilla
Record six-time winners of the Europa
League, Sevilla FC (sevillafc.es/
en) were founded in 1905 by José
Luis Gallegos. Educated in England,
Gallegos was a customs agent at
the port, where he befriended Adam
Wood, whose ship transported Seville
oranges to London. Once acquainted
with Seville’s expat football fraternity,
Gallegos and friends soon joined in.
Thus UK demand for marmalade led
to the formation of one of Spain’s most
venerable football clubs. Sevilla’s
directorship was drawn from the landowning classes – rivals Betis were
founded by dissident members.
Moving to what is now the commercial
district of Nervión, under president
Ramón Sánchez Pizjuán, Sevilla won
the Spanish Cup in 1935. He later
planned a new stadium here but didn’t
live to see it built. When it opened
in 1958, it took his name. With a
capacity recently upped to 47,000, the
stadium is steeped in football lore. For
the Spanish national team, it holds
talismanic properties – they have
never lost a game here. The legendary
French side starring Michel Platini
didn’t lose here either, only the penalty
shoot-out with West Germany in the
epic World Cup semi-final of 1982.
Rising up in two sets of tiers, the
Sánchez Pizjuán comprises a Gol

The Tienda Oficial stocks mini CDs
of club songs – the Sevigrafía is
where you get your shirt named and
numbered. The club has another
outlet at Avenida de la Constitución
40, near Puerta de Jerez.

Bars
allocated a pie-slice of seating high
in the corner between the Fondo and
Gol Sur, Sector 46, gate 11. Home fans
occupy both ends, particularly the Gol
Norte, home of the Biri-Biris, named
after Alhaji Njie, aka Biri-Biri, former
Sevilla star and Gambia’s greatest ever
footballer.

Norte (Calle Luis Arenas Ladislao) and
Sur (Avenida Eduardo Dato), a main
Preferencia stand with VIP seating,
and the Fondo opposite. Away fans are

Transport

The Sánchez Pizjuán is set between
the Nervión and Gran Plaza stops
on the metro line. Several buses
also serve the stadium, such as the

frequent No.32 from Plaza del Duque,
via AVE train station Santa Justa.
It stops at Luis de Morales (Luis
Montoto) for the Gol Norte, Eduardo
Dato for the Gol Sur.

Tickets & shops

The taquillas principales are by
the club shop nearest the Hotel
Novotel. Tickets are around €30
behind each goal, Gol Norte most in
demand. It’s €60 for a decent seat in
the Preferencia. The cheaper Fondo
opposite should suit most neutrals.

Everything is sleek around the
Sánchez Pizjuán these days, with the
accent on fine food rather than lively
imbibery. Typical is La Andaluza, now
a chain, at the corner of Calle Luis
Arenas Ladislao/Benito Mas y Prat,
once a lovely bar with a photographic
history of Sevilla FC. Nearby at Mas
y Prat 5, Cervecería Europa (‘Since
1987!’) serves sought-after beers,
again in smart surroundings. On the
other side of the stadium, the Mesón
Campeonos (C/José Luis de Casso
18) replaced another traditional spot.
It has a TV – ask them to put the
match on.
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Beer

Valencia
Buzzing Valencia is Spain’s third
football metropolis after Madrid and
Barcelona. Flagship club Valencia
CF rode high in the early 2000s,
twice winning the Spanish title, twice
making the Champions League final
and lifting the UEFA Cup. Their last
top-three finish came in 2012 – shortly
before the takeover by Singaporean

billionaire Peter Lim. Seemingly
forever in debt and offloading players,
VCF have long held plans to build a
new stadium in Benicalap but remain
at the Mestalla, by the city centre.
Here Spain played their group
games at the 1982 World Cup, Gerry
Armstrong’s famous winner for
Northern Ireland leading to a move to
Spain and media career. The Mestalla
was unveiled in 1923, showcased

by the Derbi Valenciano involving
current La Liga tablemates Levante.
Until 2004, derbies were rare, given
Levante’s patchwork history. Each
club is within a short taxi journey of
each other, east and north-east of the
city centre.

Bearings

Valencia Airport is 8km (five miles)
west of town, in Zone B of the
Metrovalencia network, served by

lines 3 and 5. Allow 15 mins (single
€2.10) to reach the centre. A standard
single in Zone A is €1.50, with T1,
T2 and T3 passes for 1-3 days (€4€9.70), also valid for EMT buses. Train
station Estación del Norte is south of
the centre by Xàtiva metro, while AVE
services come into Joaquín Sorolla
just behind, by Jesús metro. Direct
Taxi Valencia (+34 96 117 9554) should
charge around €20 from airport to town.

Bed

Visit Valencia (visitvalencia.com/en)
has an online booking service. Hotels
fill for Las Fallas festival in midMarch. The nearest to the Mestalla
is the Hostal Residencia Penalty
opposite the main stand on Avenida
de Suècia, a superior one-star with
doubles around €60 and a café. Also

Near the Joaquín Sorolla AVE
station, Central Abbey on Carrer
Roig De Corella is a pub-like spot
with TV football. On the other side
of the tracks at Carrer de Sueca 74,
Liverpool-Russafa has six screens
and the longest karaoke catalogue
south of Glasgow. Nightlife is
otherwise concentrated in El Carme,
a tangle of streets around Carrer
des Cavallers. Nearby, either side of
Plaça de la Companyia, The Lounge
shows games and serves Guinness
and Paulaner while The Market Craft
Beer deals in rare brews. Either
side of Plaça Redona, Saint Martin’s
Urban Irish offers big-screen
football and live sounds, upscale
Birra & Blues is the brew option.
Towards the Mestalla, St Patrick’s
at Gran Via de Marqués de Túria 69
is one of two student- and sportfocused Irish-tinged outlets in town,
the other, Scholar’s Bar, out at the
university.
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close, by Aragó metro, The Westin
Valencia is an elegant five-star with
spa and, on Avinguda del Cardenal
Benlloch, the four-star Silken Puerta
Valencia exudes class. In town, by
focal Plaça de l’Ajuntament on Carrer
de les Barques, the One Shot Palacio
Reina was Valencia’s first hotel back
in 1913, since given a contemporary
makeover. Opposite, the Pensió
Universal offers modest but cheap
two-star rooms.

SPAIN 2020-21 Valencia CF
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Eternally cash-strapped and offloading
players, Valencia Club de Fútbol
(valenciacf.com/en) remain a force in
Spain, winning the cup in 2019 and
embarking on two Champions League
campaigns either side of it. But the
thrilling Valencia which packed the
steep-banked Mestalla, then began to
build a new stadium to replace it, has
long gone. Twice league champions,
twice Champions League finalists
and UEFA Cup winners in the early
2000s, ‘Los Che’ have only recently reestablished plans to construct the Nou
Mestalla by Beniferri metro station.
Ten years after they were meant
to move in, Valencia are overseen
by absentee owner, Singapore
entrepreneur Peter Lim, whose many
sackings have included the popular
coach, Marcelino, the man behind that
recent revival.
Until 2022-23 according to renewed
plans, VCF play at a century-old citycentre football temple. Renovated
after the now barren Turia river
flooded in 1957, the Mestalla was
expanded to near its current capacity
of 55,000 shortly in the early 1960s.
Valencia’s most passionate group of
supporters, Los Yumos, occupy the
Fondo Norte, the lower level of the
Gol Xicotet. Opposite is the Gol Gran.
Visiting fans are allocated a section
through gate N16 near Torre A on the

VA L E N C I A C F

Valencia CF

diagonally opposite corner to the bars
on Plaza de Valencia CF.

The Mestalla is near Aragó metro
station (green line 5) – follow the
signs and you’ll see it through the
palm trees.

at Plaça de l’Ajuntament. Prices are
around €40-€45 behind the south Gol
Gran or north Gol Xicotet, €50 for the
Grada Central and €65-€90 for the
Tribuna Central, the best seats in the
house. Note that Alto (‘High’) seats
behind the north goal will be very Alto
indeed.

Tickets & shops

Bars

Transport

The main ticket office windows line
the corner of the stadium opposite the
bars on Plaza de Valencia CF. Tickets
are also sold at the club shops, one on
Plaza de Valencia CF and one in town

Three classic pre-match bars line
Plaza de Valencia CF, of Avenida de
Suècia. On the corner, Bar Cervecería
La Deportiva displays classic Valencia
teams through the ages (such as the

Keita-Catafau-Johnny Rep trio and
a celebrating Kempes) and scarves
dedicated to Bursaspor and Ally
McCoist. Next, Bar Ciudad Real is
smaller but with wonderful framed
black-and-white images of post-war
Valencia line-ups. It shares a large
terrace with the jewel in the crown,
the Museo Deportivo de Manolo el
del Bombo. This rather grand title
is the official name of the bar run
by Manolo, the corpulent gent seen
in the crowd at every World Cup
beating a huge drum to cheer on his
beloved Spain. This tiled masterpiece

is a one-room pictorial history of
Manolo’s football travels around the
world. Note the photo of him with
King Juán Carlos, the Spanish football
badges round the bar counter and
the collection of tickets and scarves.
Opposite, beside the club shop, the
Asociación Futbolistas Valencia CF is
open to all, a two-room VCF-themed
café-restaurant in sleek white with
breakfast and lunchtime offers.
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Shop

The Tenda Granota (‘Frog Shop’) is to
the right of the main entrance on C/
de Santiago Rusiñol. A nifty model
of the Estadi Ciutat de València sits
alongside the replica shirts, scarves
and frog figures.

Bars

Levante
Valencia’s second club, UD Levante
(levanteud.com/en) returned La Liga
2017 but have rarely lit up Spain’s top
flight since first becoming a regular part
of it in 2004. The one exception came in
2011-12, when los Granotas (‘the Frogs’)
even topped the table a few weeks in,
eventually qualifying for a surprisingly
lengthy Europa League campaign. The
Blaugrana beat Motherwell to reach

then get through the group stage,
overcame Olympiacos, only to bow out to
Rubin Kazan after extra-time. In front of
fewer than 2,000 at Moscow’s Luzhniki,
it was a sorry end to a creditable debut
campaign in Europe.
Working-class Levante Fútbol Club
were founded in 1909, playing in
Valencia’s port area. That same year,
Gimnástico Fútbol Club came into
being, attracting players and supporters
with a university education. Both

clubs competed in the Campeonato de
Valencia. Levante’s Algirós ground was
destroyed in the Spanish Civil War that
also claimed many local players.
Yo-yoing between divisions, the
merged Levante Unión Deportiva made
headlines after attracting Johan Cruyff
to play at the Estadi Ciutat de València
for a few months in 1981. Today’s
stadium holds 26,000 and now features
a mall alongside. Inside is an open bowl
of red and blue, with one main covered

stand, the Tribuna Central. Home fans
occupy the Gol Orriols nearest the
arena mall, visiting supporters a section
behind the Gol Alboraya.

Transport

Directly opposite the stadium’s main
entrance, the Estadi del Llevant stop
on purple metro line 6 is also directly
connected with the beach.

Tickets & shop

The ticket office is by the club
shop on C/de Santiago Rusiñol. The
cheapest seats are behind each goal,
Orriols and Alboraya, the best choice

Authentic neighbourhood bars await on
C/de Santiago Rusiñol to one side of the
stadium, and, on the other, mall outlets
in the arena complex. The first bar you
come to, the Bar Avenida on the corner
with C/Esteban Dolz de Castellar, is the
best. A single tap of Cruzcampo stands
guard over a bar counter – behind is
a wonderful old photo of the stadium
entrance, and various souvenirs linked
with Levante’s centenary celebrations in
2009. Alongside, the Bar Torre Levante
is where to go for a classic paella, as
invented and best prepared in Valencia
– but it also serves as a standard prematch beer spot. In the arena mall,
through the main entrance to the left,
100 Montaditos is a local chain offering
bargain prices on pitchers (¡jarramanía!)
of draught Mahou and many types of
tapas. Another local chain, the Black
Turtle focuses on American-quality
burgers and an indie soundtrack, with
standard beers served.
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for the budget-conscious neutral
being in the Grada Central along the
sideline. All of these are uncovered.
The prime spots are in the Tribuna
Central under the stand.

SPAIN 2020-21 Valladolid
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The capital of Spain before Madrid, and
the city where Christopher Columbus
lived out his last days, the provincial
capital of Valladolid echoes the Golden
Age. Its profile in football terms,
though, is somewhat more modest.
Flagship club Real Valladolid enjoyed
forays in Europe in the 1980s and 1990s,
making the Spanish Cup final in 1989.
Real’s last golden age came to an end
in 2014, with relegation to the Segunda.
Now a new one may dawn with the
arrival of former Brazilian World Cup
star Ronaldo as majority owner –
resulting in a return to La Liga in 2019.
Real play at the Estadio José Zorrilla in
the uninviting, windy western outskirts
of town. Given the lack of local rivalry,
and the popularity of Valladolid RAC
rugby team, recent Spanish champions,
top-level football has had to be a hardy
flower to flourish in these parts.
Built for the 1982 World Cup, the
stadium hosted matches involving
France, Czechoslovakia and Kuwait.
This was where Kuwaiti Sheikh alSabah famously intervened after a
controversial goal for France, later
disallowed.

Bearings

Valladolid has an underused airport
10km (six miles) north-west of town.
A Linecar bus (€3, every 90min,

VA L L A D O L I D

Valladolid

30min journey time) runs to the bus
station in town. RadioTaxi Valladolid
(+34 983 207 755) has a fixed fee of
€22. From Madrid Chamartín 211km
(131 miles) away, a swift AVE train
(from €25) takes 1hr. Valladolid bus
and train stations are south of town,
the stadium to the west. Auvasa
buses cover town, single €1.50, pay
on board.

Bed

Info Valladolid (info.valladolid.es/en/
home) has a hotel database. There
are no accommodation options near
the stadium. For the No.8 bus there
from Plaza Madrid in town, the ELE
Enara fills a 19th-century building
with bright, boutique rooms and a
contemporary lounge bar. Halfway to
the train station, the Meliá Recoletos
on Calle Acera de Recoletos is equally
boutique, with a huge terrace slap
in the city centre. Convenient for

the bars of Plaza Mayor, the Zenit
Imperial on Calle Peso offers fourstar comfort and a decent restaurant
in a converted 16th-century building.
Round the corner on Calle Especería,
the Hostal Paris is a steal for the
price and location – right opposite the
Dublin Bay pub.

Beer

Drinking and dining are focused
around the downtown district near

Meliá Recoletos

the Cathedral and Plaza Mayor. Of
the pub variety are the Dublin Bay
(Calle Especería 9), El Buzón (Calle
San Lorenzo 3), both showing live
matches, and the more bar-like,
music-focused Molly Malone (Plaza
Poniente 5). A revered local football
haunt, the Bar Pedro (Calle del Conde
de Ribadeo) is in another bar hub near
the Palacio Real. There’s another

couple of pubs by Campo Grande
Park, including the Taberna Irlandesa
Liverpool, with its busy schedule of
football screenings, and the Irlandés,
where all kinds of German beers are
the main draw. In another hub by
Plaza Universidad, the Cerveceria
Velardes serves many a type of beer,
by a smaller square lined with friendly
terrace bars.
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Tickets

Tickets are sold at the stadium
taquillas on the two days before the
game (10am-2pm, 4.30pm-7.30pm).
On match days, windows open 2hrs
before kick-off – but not for the Grada
Norte or Sur, or away sector. Prices
start at €20-€25 in the Grada Sur and
Norte (€40 in the away sector), rising
to €30 in the Preferencia Norte and
€40-€45 in the Preferencia Este.

Shop

Real Valladolid
Having spent most of their near century
of existence in Spain’s top flight, Real
Valladolid (realvalladolid.es) have
little to show for their endeavours.
A solitary piece of silverware won in
1984, the short-lived Spanish League
Cup, is all that stands in the trophy
cabinet. Valladolid have also made
two cup finals, undertook two brief

campaigns in Europe and finished in the
top half of the top flight on a handful of
occasions, the last being in 2000. This
did not dissuade former Brazilian World
Cup star Ronaldo from taking over as
majority owner in 2018. La Pucela, as
Real are known, duly returned to La
Liga in 2019.
Home is west of town, the Estadio José
Zorrilla, built for the 1982 World Cup.
It replaced the original ground of the

same name right in the city centre. Real
Valladolid had been founded close by,
playing beside the city’s bullfighting
arena, the merger of the city’s two most
prominent clubs, Real Unión Deportiva
and Club Deportivo Español, in 1928.
Also known as the Blanquivioletas, their
violet stripes were taken from the red of
Real Unión and blue of Club Deportivo.
Holding nearly 28,000, the José Zorrilla is
open to the fierce winds that blow across

this part of Spain. Home fans occupy the
lower Grada Fondo Norte and, mainly, in
the Grada Fondo Sur behind the opposite
goal. Visiting fans are allocated half the
Zone Este along the other sideline, facing
the Zone Oeste.

Transport

On match days, six special bus
lines serve the stadium from 1hr before
kick-off – the F1 goes via Plaza Castilla
y León, F2 via the train and bus stations,
F3 via Plaza Madrid, F4 and F5 via Plaza
de España, F6 via Plaza San Nicolás.
Of the regular buses, the No.8 runs

The Tienda Oficial de Real Valladolid
(Mon-Fri 10am-2pm, 5pm-8pm, Sat
10am-2pm) is located at Calle Héroes
de Alcántara 6 in the shopping quarter
in town. The first kit remains the storied
violet-and-white stripes, the second
choice for 2020-21 an unwise purpleand-pink halves job. There is no outlet at
the stadium, just a stall on match days.

Bars

The Bar del Estadio by the Tribuna
Oeste sells standard beers and plates
of squid and patatas bravas. The only
other outlets are in the Carrefour
hypermarket on Avenida del Real
Valladolid behind the Tribuna Sur.
There’s nothing else in the immediate
vicinity.
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every 12-15min ten stops from Plaza
de España to Mon. S. Lorenzo de El
Escorial, by the Miguel Delibes Cultural
Centre, the closest to the ground. A
taxi from the city centre to the stadium
should cost around €8-€10.
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the group matches involving Italy,
Cameroon, Poland and Peru for the
1982 World Cup.

Bearings

Vigo
Historic, seafaring Vigo, the largest
city in Galicia in Spain’s far northwestern corner, is home to flagship
club Celta. Their name echoing
their Galician/Celtic heritage,
Celta were formed in 1923 at the
instigation of Manuel de Castro. A
journalist at Faro de Vigo, ‘Handicap’
de Castro was behind the merger of

two local teams, Vigo Sporting and
Fortuna de Vigo, to create a united
representative for his city.
Settling on red-and-black, later
Galician sky blue, Celta bore the red
cross of St James on their badge
and were soon based at the Estadio
Balaídos. The street that leads to
it off the main road is Rúa Manuel
de Castro. ‘Handicap’ met a cruel
end when he was killed by a train,

shortly before his beloved club
scaled the heights of the Spanish
top flight in the 1940s. Top scorer
of the era was Pahiño, who finished
his prolific career at local rivals
Deportivo La Coruña, spicing up O
derbi galego (or ‘O noso derbi’, ‘Our
Derby’) with Vigo. Both cities hosted

Underused Vigo-Peinador Airport
is 10km (six miles) east of town,
connected by Vitrabus L9A (every
30mins-1hr, journey time 20-25mins)
to stops including central Praza de
Compostela. It also calls at VigoUrzáiz, one of the two main train
stations – the other, Vigo-Guixar, is
nearer the centre. The bus station
is way south of town, the stadium
even further south-west. Tickets on
the citywide Vitrabus network are
€1.35, pay on board, small change
requested. Radio Taxi Vigo (+34 986
27 28 29) from the airport to town has
a fixed price of €22.27.

Turismo de Vigo (turismodevigo.org/
en) has a database of hotels. The
nearest to the stadium is the sturdy
four-star Hesperia Vigo on Avenida
da Florida, a 5-10min walk along Rúa
Eugenio Kraff. Also close, the other
side of Praza da Miñoca, the 126room Hotel Coia is similar in style
and status. Hotels dot the prominent
streets just in from the seafront in
town. The most stylish, on Praza de
Compostela, the Gran Hotel Nagari
has a rooftop bar and quality spa.
Nearby, jazzed up with bright colours,
the once dowdy Hotel del Mar has
doubles for under €50 while the upper
mid-range Ciudad de Vigo offers sea
views from its terrace café. Closer to
the harbour, the Sercotel Hotel Bahia
de Vigo hides chic rooms, some with
jacuzzi baths, behind its retro façade.

Beer

In the shopping zone, El Trigal and
Silabario are the smart café and
high-end restaurant of the Celta
Vigo HQ (with club shop) at Rúa do
Príncipe 44. In the Old Town on Rúa
Palma, Cervexaría Nós puts the
focus on house and other Galician
craft beers while Buqué fills a cosy
corner spot. Nearby on Rúa Gamboa,
tiny but lively El Pasillo keeps the
beers flowing. Closer to Guixar
station, Cervecería-Lateria La
Porchaba (Rúa de Oporto 11) feels
attractively old-school, with a big TV
for sport.
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Currently Galicia’s solitary
representatives in La Liga, Celta
Vigo (rccelta.es/en) were formed
nearly a century ago. Os Celestes
(‘The Sky Blues’)came back from near
bankruptcy and relegation in the mid1990s to make a debut appearance
in the Champions League and record
wins over Liverpool, Aston Villa and
Juventus. They later embarked on
their most successful European
campaign, reaching the semi-finals
of the Europa League in 2017,
losing narrowly to eventual winners
Manchester United.
The club has been based at the
Estadio Balaídos since it opened
1928. Set in the far south-west of
town, it was overhauled in 2016-17,
then repaired after roof damage.
Now clad in a futuristic exterior
in signature blue, and gaining the
sponsor-friendly name of the Abanca
Balaídos, it holds 29,000 across two
tiers. The louder Celta following
gather in the Marcador end alongside
Rúa Val Miñor, home fans also filling
the Gol end opposite. Away supporters
enter through gate 20 to take their
places in the Grada Visitante at
the Gol end of the sideline Río Alto
and Baixo nearest the narrow river
Lagares. Behind the main Tribuna
Alta and Baixa is where you find the
club shop on Avenida do Fragoso.

C E LTA V I G O

Celta Vigo

Cervecería The Movie

Transport

The stadium is a long 30 minutes by
bus from town, 15-20mins by taxi. On
match days, three special services,
FUTBOL 1-3, run from Rúa García
Barbón near Guixar station, and
from Urzáiz station and Gran Vía in
town, among other stops, but these
tend to be packed. As for regular city
buses, the No.23 goes from the bus
station (Gregorio Espino 83) to Rúa

Manuel de Castro 23, the No.16 from
Guixar station to Avenida do Fragoso
86, both just behind the main stand.
There’s a rank of signature red-andwhite taxis behind the home end on
Rúa Val Miñor.

Tickets & shops

Match tickets are distributed from the
main taquillas between gates 1 and 2,
during the week running up to match
day. You can also try Celta’s sleek
city-centre HQ at Rúa do Príncipe 44,
where there’s a large store – there’s a
match-day shop at the stadium. There

are online sales (tickets.rccelta.es/
rccelta/en_US/tickets), too. Prices
are €30-€35 behind each goal (Gol or
Marcador), €5-€10 dearer in the Río
Alto and Baixo, then €5-€10 dearer
again in the Tribuna Alta and Baixa.
Visits by the big three up prices by
€15-€20. Galician derbies are few and
far between these days.

Bars

The Light Blue Brigade gather around
the stadium end of Eugenio Kraff and
Manuel de Castro. Cervecería The
Movie is Celta-themed rather than

Hollywood-tinted, rows of scarves
over the bar counter. Like smarter
La Tribuna opposite, its terrace
looks across to the Balaídos. Over on
Manuel de Castro, Nosa Luar displays
a dramatic Celta mural while the
Cervecería Revi shows match action
from several TVs. One street over on
Rúa Alexandre Boveda, Don Balón
features a trophy cabinet, a picture
of Celta’s former Fab Four Mostovoi,
Karpin, Makélélé and Salgado posing
Beatles style, and newspapers
commemorating the European
triumphs of the earlier 2000s.
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Vila-real
The modest community of Vila-real,
close to the provincial capital of
Castellón de la Plana, would have
remained an unnoticed dot on the map
but for two things: ceramic tiles and
local football club Villarreal CF.
Almost twice the population of
Vila-real, a non-descript town of
grid-patterned streets and miniroundabouts, could fit inside the Nou
Camp or Bernabéu. Villarreal CF hit
the big time in the mid-2000s when
they came within a whisker of making
the Champions League final, drawing
with Manchester United, Rangers and
Arsenal, and putting out Everton.
Behind the phenomenal rise of ‘the
Yellow Submarine’ since the late 1990s
has been ceramics tycoon Fernando
Roig Alfonso. Even the stadium was
renamed Estadi de la Ceràmica
in 2017. For decades known as El
Madrigal, it was opened by Villarreal’s
local rivals CD Castellón in 1923. The
pair last locked horns in the league
in 1993-94, the Albinegres regaining
Segunda status in 2020.

Bearings

The nearest airport to Vila-real is
Valencia’s Aeropuerto de Manises,
60km (37 miles) away. From ValènciaNord in town, take the C6 cercanía
regional train to Vila-real (every

30mins, 1hr journey time, zone
6/€5.60). From Vila-real station, an
hourly Furió Línia Onda bus does
a circuit outside the city centre and
back but walking is the quickest
and easiest way to cover the short
distances around town. The stadium
is 500 metres from the town centre,
the station 500 metres east. Taxis
Domingo Castellón (+34 640 665 103)
are based in the centre of Vila-real.

Bed

Pick of the bunch is the four-star
Vila-real Palace, south of town
where Av Arcadi Garcia Sanz and
Carrer Matilde Salvador meet, with a
spa, pool and gym.
Further towards the stadium at Av
Italia 50, simple, family-run La Masia
offers affordable and convenient

lodgings, as well as local cuisine
including paella for two. Similar in
offer, just other side of Plaça Llaurador
from the stadium at Carrer Vicente
Sanchiz 51, the Pensión Cortés is
known more for its kitchen than its
modest rooms. Easily the best of
the budgets is the Hostal Sant Joan
(300 metres from the stadium at
Carrer Joan Baptista Llorena 16), its
seven rooms and restaurant given a
contemporary overhaul and now very
smart, indeed.

Beer

Terrace venues line Plaça de la Vila,
such as popular Les Porches, alongside
traditional El Miso, with its paella set
menus and Villarreal CF memorabilia.
Tiled La Vila is another option
alongside. Nearby, at Passatge Escultor
Ortells 1, friendly corner Cafeteria Els

XIII has football on TV. There’s a cluster
of livelier, later-opening spots near
Plaça Bayarri, including trendier Pub
La Casa Encantada (Carrer Sant Miquel
7). By Plaça Aliaga, the Cervecería
Bocatería El Chufy (Av Pius XII 34)
serves a range of beers and decent €10
lunches on a sun-catching terrace while
Meeting Point Beer University (Carrer
Hospital 11) forms part of a local
beer-focused chain. Off Av Pius XII at
Carrer València 56, Vila-Beer Irish Pub
provides plenty of draught options and
scheduled TV football.
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La Tribuna

Villarreal
Regulars again in Europe, consistently
successful Villarreal CF (villarrealcf.
es/en) represent a community less
than twice the capacity of their
modest Estadi de la Ceràmica.
Founded in 1923, the club first
played in white before changing to
their signature yellow after the Civil
War. Backed by ceramics magnate

Fernando Roig Alfonso, Villarreal
emerged from 75 years of lower-flight
football to become a major power in
Spanish and European football.
Between 2004 and 2011, the club
never finished lower than eighth, even
gaining a runners-up spot in 2008.
With mercurial Chilean manager
Manuel Pellegrini overseeing stars
such as Sonny Anderson, Diego
Forlán and Juan Riquelme, Villarreal

came within one goal of a Champions
League final in 2006. Even when
the Yellow Submarine dived into the
Segunda, they resurfaced to finish in
Spain’s top six in six out of the last
seven seasons.
With a capacity of 23,500, El Madrigal,
as it was known until 2017, has
always been one of the smallest
grounds in La Liga. Modernised for
top-flight football in the late 1990s

and for Champions League matches
in 2005 – including a complete tiling
of the façade courtesy the president’s
own company – the ground is one of
a dying breed of downtown stadia.
Decked out in yellow and blue, the
stadium comprises four compact
stands, away fans allocated the top
tier of the Fondo Norte behind the
goal beside Carrer Molí Bisbal. The
home faithful gather in the Fondo Sur,
the top half covered, nearest Plaça del
Llaurador. The main Tribuna Central
on Carrer Blasco Ibáñez contains the
press and VIP areas, opposite the
Preferencia on Carrer Benicàssim.

Transport

From Vila-real station, you can either
take the hourly Furió Linia Onda bus
to Plaça del Llaurador, a taxi (€7€8) or walk up Passeig de l’Estació,
turning right at Carrer Calvari. Allow
15min.

The ticket windows are on the corner
of Carrer Blasco Ibáñez and Plaça del
Llaurador. With nearly 20,000 seasonticket holders, availability is limited,
though you may find higher-priced
seats (€70 and up) in the main stands
for less attractive opposition. By the
ticket outlet, the Tenda Oficial stocks
toy team buses, fridge magnets of
the stadium and yellow replica shirts.
There’s another outlet at main Plaça
Major 19.

Bars

El Madrigal is surrounded by bars,
particularly along Carrer Blasco
Ibáñez and Carrer Ermita. Opposite
the VIP entrance, La Tribuna is a
must, a two-room beer hall with club
history on the walls and scarved
evidence of visits by Middlesbrough
and many others. Note the photos
of fans celebrating promotion from
the third division in May 1970. The
smaller Bar Deportivo (Blasco
Ibáñez 3) is no less passionate.
On Ermita, with space to spread
canopied terraces over the
pavement, El Madrigal (No.197) is
a friendly spot with tapas while Los
Maños (No.187) specialises in
Spanish hams. Milagros (No.165)
displays scarves and archive
VCF images. On nearby Plaça
del Llaurador, the Cervecería
Villarreal (No.17) has a photo of the
first Villarreal line-up, ignored by an
older, down-at-heel clientele.
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V I T O R I A- G A S T E I Z

Vitoria-Gasteiz
When Deportivo Alavés made the
2001 UEFA Cup Final to face Steven
Gerrard’s Liverpool, few outside of
Spain had heard of them. Having just
completed only their third consecutive
season in La Liga after two short
spells either side of the war, the
Babazorros (‘Bean Sacks’) from the
Basque Country seem to have come
from nowhere. As this was their debut
European campaign, in a way, they had.

Beer

Their obscurity was strange given
the city they represent, known to the
outside world by its version in two
languages back to back, VitoriaGasteiz, is the capital of the Basque
Country. While Bilbao was the cradle
of Basque, indeed, Spanish football,
and Real Sociedad in San Sebastián
were title winners, lesser-known
Alavés had spent most of the sevenplus decades of league competition
up to 2001 mired in the second or
third tiers.

time 1hr). Vitoria train station is
closer to the centre and the stadium,
but services from Bilbao or Madrid
are indirect and infrequent. Around
Vitoria run Euskotren trams (single
€1.50) and Tuvisa buses (single
€1.40), with ticket machines at stops.
A day pass, abono diario (€5), is valid
for both.

Bearings

Vitoria Airport is 6km (3.75 miles)
north-west of town. An Alegría
airport bus (€3 cash or card) goes to
Vitoria-Gasteiz bus station (journey
time 15mins) at Plaza Euskaltzaindia,
then Monseñor Cadena y Eleta Kalea
(30mins) at Florida Park. Radio Taxi
Gasteiz (+34 945 273 500) should
charge around €15 into town. From

Bilbao, Autobuses La Union services
set off from Intermodal every 1-2hrs
for Vitoria-Gasteiz (€6.50, journey

Bed

Convenient for train station and
stadium, the Silken Ciudad de Vitoria
by Florida Park merits its four-star

status. In the park itself, the NH
Canciller Ayala Victoria offers similar
comforts and services. Both hotels
are on the bus route for the stadium,
a 20min walk away. On the edge of the
park, the abba Jazz Vitoria is more
modest than its competitors. Further
up Avenida Gasteiz, the businessfriendly AC Hotel General Alava has
a gym among its services. On General
Alava Kalea, Centro is tucked inside
a shopping passage, its neat rooms
a bargain given the central location.
Reception hours are limited.

On the upper slope of the city’s
historic centre, Vitoria’s lively bar
zone begins with alternative Txistu.
This is the gateway to Aiztogile
Kalea, a street of drinking options.
Top tapas spot El Siete faces upscale
wine bar Herriko jatetxea, with
two HD screens showing different
games simultaneously. Many also
gather at the Bar El Gautxo on match
nights, with superior tapas and a big
screen. On parallel Pintore Kalea,
the excellent Guernica serves craft
beer, has a huge screen and plays
alternative music. By focal Espainia
Plaza, the Bar Deportivo Alavés is
done out in club colours and old team
line-ups. Across Andre Mari Zuriaren
enparantza, the Café Dublin is the
best of the Irish-style hostelries.
Another, O’Connor’s by Legebiltzarr
parlamento tram stop, has live music
and TV sport.
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Alavés
Around the Mendizorrotza, home of
Deportivo Alavés (deportivoalaves.com/
en), a series of murals brings the club’s
history to life. A portrait of revered club
director, José Luis Compañón, is shown
by his famous quote: “El esfuerzo es
la clave del éxito”. Effort is the key to
success. This may have been in Alavés
players’ minds that night in 2001 when
they took Liverpool to the very wire, in
an epic two-hour battle considered the
best European final in history. The bulk
of the heroic Alavés side then stayed on
to gain another European place through
the back door in 2002 but their early exit
was compounded by relegation.
Recovery has been steered by savvy
owner, former basketball champion
José Antonio Querejeta, who took
over Alavés in 2013. He now has plans
to expand the Mendizorrotza, barely
changed since the main Principal Stand
was created in 2000.
Four neat covered rows of two tiers
surround the pitch, the loudest home
fans in the Polideportivo end nearest
the pelota hall, and in the Preferencia
opposite the main stand. Away fans
enter through atea/puerta 3 and are
allocated the corner of the Cervantes
end nearest the Preferencia. Capacity
is just under 20,000. Note that
Mendizorrotza is the Basque spelling
– its Spanish rendition is Mendizorroza.

Tickets & shops

Transport

Mendizorrotza has its own stop on
the circular pink bus route No.2 but
this skirts the city centre. Orange
No.8 goes round on an inner loop,
down Avenida Gasteiz, quicker from
town. The nearest stop is Portal de
Lasarte, barely five minutes’ walk
from the stadium.

Advance tickets are sold from either
club shop, in town at General Alava
Kalea 1, and at the stadium where
ticket kiosks marked Leihatilak
operate on match days. Those
available at either end, Polideportivo
and Cervantes, are €30 whether
upper or lower tiers, alta/baja. In
the sideline Preferencia, it’s €50
nearer the corner flags in the Lateral
whether upper or lower, with €60
charged in the central sectors.
Prices in the main Principal stand
vary from €70 to €80, Lateral to

Central. For 2020-21, along with
first-choice blue-and-white stripes,
the second kit is a somewhat retro
Southamptony thick red vertical band
with blue-and-white piping.

Bars

Tucked away behind the leafy
avenues of Mendizorrotza, the Bar
Mendizorroza (Ariznabarra Kalea 5)
is a real Alavés haunt with a slightly
Munch-like mural to prove it. Nearby
at Astulezko Gazteluaren Kalea 6, the
Taberna Akerra shows equal support.
Both bars have tables outdoors,

about ten minutes from the stadium.
Opposite the Portal de Lasarte bus
stop as you arrive from town, Batán
(Portal de Lasarte 17) is closer if
quite bland. A big tap of Amstel
stands on the counter, surrounded
by two TVs and an Alavés flag amid
shiny wood. Across the road from
the stadium on Cervantes Ibilbidea,
Estadio serves the surrounding
sports centre. The lovely terrace
looks over to the Mendizorrotza – on
busier match days, they’ll serve you
a quick beer on an outside table, but
not a full meal indoors.
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